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It is known that most high school graduates do not continue their 
education at the college level. Furthermore, many of the young people 
entering high school drop out before graduation. In order to better 
meet the needs of youth who are unable to prepare for a vocation in 
institutions of higher learnings and to prepare pupils who terminate 
their high school education before graduation, work experience programs 
came into existence. 
During the past decade, and more particularly since the passage of 
the George-Deen Act of 1936, work experience programs, vocational in 
nature, have become increasingly accepted in high schools of this country; 
although the actual experiences of local school systems has been limited. 
The growth of work experience programs in Kansas has been slow to 
develop . This lack of growth may be attributed to many factcr s. One of 
the more significant ones might be that Kansas is not an industrial 
state, primarily. It can be noted that work experience programs have 
daveloped more in those states where there is more industry and business. 
STATEMENT OF PROBLEM 
The purpose of this study was to discover the desirable procedures 
for administering the work experience phase of the practical arts program 
in selected Kansas high schools . In investigating this problem, it seerred 
desirabl e to obtain opinions from a panel of exp:,rts concerning the needs 
2 
and objectives of work experience . In addition, it appeared essential 
that a careful s tudy be mde of the existing Kansas high schools contain-
ing work experience programs . Finally, by analyzing the reports of 
current practices and by comparing these practices with the recommendations 
of specialists in the field, a synthesis should be achieved. 
SIGNIFIC :[ITCE rw PROBLEH 
uthorities have agreed to so1'18 extent upon various objectives, 
values, and ourposes far work experience programs. These programs, 
however , should be considered from the standnoint of local situtations. 
The results from this study , likewise, should be taken as a guide in 
building a work ex::ier ience program- -a means to an end and not a means in 
them.se l ves . 
T::ie s tudy should be valuable to thof' 0 persons who have had little 
knowledge or training in work experience, and who at the same time may be 
responsible for administering a work experience program for the first 
time in their high school. 
Nationally, the study would aid researchers in further classifying 
the importance of work experiance as a part of the general and vocational 
education curriculum in high schools . If this study revealed that the 
needs of student s have been met , at least to sorro degree, then further 
research in this fie l d would be warranted . 
PRESENT1~TION OF Il'JW~TIGATION 
This study was presented in the following manner : chapter one 
followed the customary procedur e used in nriting research. It contained 
the introduction, the statement of t he problem, significance, procedures 
used in the study, definitions and limitations of terms used, and 
finally, a review of related researche 
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Chapter two was an analysis of the need for and objectives of work 
exi:e rience pr ograrns as revealed by various writers in the field . The 
literature available was analyzed to deterNine the need for and the 
objectives of work experience as a basis for appraising the work experience 
pro grams in Kansas . 
Chapter three was an analysis of administrators I and coordinators 1 
responses to informati onal check- sheets covering all phases of the 
administration of work experience programs . The results from their 
responses revealed the des irable procedures used by them in administering 
their programs . 
Chapter four was an analysis of the :r;ersonal interview results made 
of coordinators in four selected schools representing each type of work 
ex:p3 rience program. The purpose of this chapter was to reveal the out-
standing procedures used by coordir:etors in operating their programs . 
In chapter five the desirable pr ocedures resulting from t~e analyses 
of the inf orrnational check-sheets results and the personal interview 
results were compared with recommendations of specialists in the field o 
Chapter six was a summary of the findings and conclusions as 
revealed from the appraisal of these high school work ex:p3rience programs . 
Following chapter six was the bibliography and appendicies , B, 
and C. Appendix A included letters written by the investigator to 
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administrators, c oordinators, and others , as well as letters received from 
institutions and individuals to whom the investigator wrote seeking; 
informatirn . AppendL"C B included copies of Forms A anrl B of the infor-
mational check- sheet and a copy of the personal interview form used . 
ppendix C included forms and reports used by coordinators in maintaining 
and coordinating their programs. 
PROCEDUHES USED 
Three types of procedures were used in this study: the informa-
tional check-sheet , the personal interview, aDd a comparison of ·vork 
experience procedures in Kansas with authoritative practices and standards~ 
Bef ore the preparation of the check-sheet, a letter was sent to 
the State Board for Vocational 1ducation asking for information relative 
to schools which had work experience programs f Jonsored by the Board. It 
was discovered that there were fourteen high schools having such programs . 
letter of inquiry was then sent to each of those schools asking 
the coordinator and administrator of that system of their desirability to 
cooperate in this study by answering informa tional check-sheets and by 
arranging a time for an interview with the coordinator. 
The informational check-sheet . The informational check-sheet was 
sent to administrators and coordinators who expressed a desire to cooper-
ate with this study. The check-sheet was sent to and received from the 
following twelve high schools: Ingalls High School at Atchison, Leaven-
worth, Salina, Topeka, Wichita East, ~iberty Memorial High 3chool at 
Lawrence, Burlingame, Sherman Community High bchool at Goodland , Great 
Bend, Osawatomie, Cone ordia, and Pl ainville. Form of the check-sheet 
was sent to the twelve principals of those schools and Form B was sent 
to sixteen coordinators in those schools . 
The check-sheet v~s not sent to two of the fourteen schools 
which were reported to have work experience programs . The school at 
Enterprise, Kansas, discontinued its work experience program this year 
after it was in opera tion but a few weeks . One other school, St . Uarys' 
High School, did not answer the letter of inquiry so the check-sheet was 
not sent here . 
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The informational check- sheet was arranged as follows: Form A, 
sent to t he administrator, contained quest;ons to discover what procedures 
were used in administering the program . The questi ons covered (1) Pro-
cedures used in organizing the program, (2) proce dures used in adminis-
tering the program, (3) blanket questions concPrning (a) success of the 
program and (b) improverrent of the program. Form B, sent to the coor-
dinator, contained qm stions concerning (1) student activities and 
proce dures of the program; (2) administering the program f ram• the 
standpoint of parents , employers , and other interested parties_; and, (J) 
blanket questions concerning (a ) success of the program and (b) irrprove-
ment of the program . 
Dupl ication and over-lapping on the two forms was kept to a 
minimum except where an opinion from the viewpoints of both the ad.minis-
trator and coordinator was desired. dequate space was allOiVed for 
co!lJJ'lents by both administr ators and coordinators to relate information 
peculiar to their particular school program. The check-sheets wer .e then 
analyzed and placed in tables to reveal the procedures most frequently 
used by administrators and coordinators. 
A letter of transmittal accompanied the check-sheet sent to the 
administrator . Directions for filljng out the check-sheets were omitted 
in the letter, since these were given within each check-sheet. A self-
addressed, stamped envelope was enclosed for convenience in returning the 
check-sheets . 
The personal interview. Interviews were JTl9.de of coordirn.tors at 
those schools which were rnoot easily attained. An attempt was made, 
however, to interview at least one coordinator in these schools represen-
ting each type of work experience program, i. e., retailing, combination 
trade, and office training. The interviews were msde acc ording to a 
planned schedule and a planned procedure for conducting the j_nterview. 
The purpose of these interviews was to determine some of the more 
intimate problems faced by coordinators and procedures they used in 
administering their programs. 
Interviews were co11ducted at (1) Ingalls High School, Atchison, 
where Edwin • Marshall is in charge of the office training and retail 
programs; (2) Topeka High School, Topeka, where Louis Cagle has charge 
of the office training program; (3) Great Bend High School, Great Bend, 
where Verner F. Williams has charge of the combination trade program; 
and (4) Sherman Community High School, Goodland, where Richard Waln is 
in charge of the combination trade program. The program at .A.tchison has 
been in operation far twelve years, at Topeka fourteen years, at Goodland 
five years, and at Great Bend only one year. 
6 
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The interview form was arranged under the following major headings: 
(1) Initi ating the Program, (2) Students, (3) Record-Keeping, (4) Place-
ment and Follow-Up, (5) Related Subjects, (6) Advisory Committee, (7) 
Publ ic Relations, (8) Evaluation, (9) Specific Problems, and (10) Student 
Visitation. In each instance the investigator asked leading questions in 
an effort to have the coordinator relate his particular responses to each 
of these major headings . Since the coordinators have been used to selling 
their programs, they were eager to relate their experiences. 
When the interviews were completed,the information received was 
pl aced in workable form to reveal the common problems faced by these 
coordinators. 
Comparison studies . When the results from the interviews and the 
che ck- sheet were compil ed and completed, these results were compared with 
what three experts r egarded to be accepted practi~es for work exp!Brience 
programs o 
DEFINITION OF TERMS 
Procedures . Procedures shall be interpreted in this investigation 
to mean those steps or activities commonly used by coordinators and 
administrators in administering the usual types of work experience programs. 
High school . The term, high school, shall be interpreted as meaning 
a publ ic secondary school which comprises either grades nine through 
twelve or seven through twelve. 
Administering . The term, administering, shall be interpreted to 
mean those activities or procedures used by administrators and coordinators 
in initiating and operating their work experience programs. These activ-
ities and procedures included common problems faced by the administrator 
and coordlnator in dealing with students, parents, employers and the 
staff . 
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Practical arts . The area of study which places emphasis on the arts 
serving everyday material needs shall be interpreted as meaning the 
practical arts. More specifically, the practical arts shall be interpreted 
as being the industrial and commercial arts fields. 
Administrators . Administrators shall be interpreted as meaning the 
principals who are officially responsible for the management or direction 
of the high school program. 
1 
Coordinators . Ivins defined the coordinator as being the indiv-
idual who has direct charge of the cooperative work experience program. 
He coordinated, regulated, adjusted, anc in many cases taught the voca-
tional classes . Coordinators, in this investigation, shall be interpreted 
as rooaning those persons who are directly responsible for the management 
and operation of the work experience programs . 
Work experience . Work experience shall be interpreted as meaning a 
phase of the practical arts program of a high school which aids in meeting 
the needs of youth by supplying them with normal working conditions in the 
production of goods and services, primarily in industry and cormnerce, vvhich 
~Qll better the occupational and civic understandings of the student worker . 
1 Wilson H. Ivins and William B. Runge, Work Experience in High 
School (New York: The Ronald Press Company, 195IT," p. 165. 
LI MITATIONS 
Limited to Kansas schools . Because of the time element involved, 
this study was l i rni ted to work experience programs in Kansas schools. 
Number of schools limited. The method of sampling the schools to 
be studied was in no way unique . As reported earlier, the letter sent to 
the State Board for Vocational Education revealed that a small number of 
Kansas high schools had work experience programs . It was necessary to 
l imit the schools to be included in this investigation to thcs e high 
school s . Al l these schools received aid from either State or Federal 
sources . 
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Types of programs limited. Because the sample schools were so 
mandatoril y chosen, the type of programs studied necesssarily followed the 
type of schools in which they were a part . Fortunately, three main groups 
of programs were included: retailing, office training, and combination 
trade . These were a good sampling of the most common typ:is of work 
experience programs agreed upon by most authorities . 
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Ivins listed three types of work exper:ie nee programs commonly used 
in high schools through out the country: (1) diversified occupations, 
(2) distributive occupations, and (3) cooperative office practice. He 
remarked that many different names were given to the various types of 
k . 3 wor experience programs . ccording to this, the three types of programs 
in this study fell into the following categories: (1 ) retailing was a 
2 Ibid . , p . 19 . 
3 I bid. , p. 183 . 
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diversified occupations program, (2) combination trade was a cos tributi ve 
occupations program, and (3) the office practice followed the ~ame or 
simi lar name as given by Ivins. These names were different because both 
the diversified and the distributive occupations programs covered more than 
500 different occupations as listed in reports from State Departments of 
Education . 4 
Limited f or~ by administrators and coordinators . This study 
far the most part was limited far use by administrators and coordinators 
in initiating a work experience program into their school. However, the 
findings may prove valuable to laymen who may be asked to serve on advis-
ory committees in assisting in the formation of a work experience progra~ 
Work experience limited. The term, work experience, was limited 
to the practical arts program. 'fork experience program, likewise, referred 
to the practical arts program. 
REL~TED RESEARCH 
Wi lson H. IvinsS completed a study in which he attempted to dis-
cover the ob,jectives and principles of high school work experience programs 
through a seri es of we l l planned questionnaires and personal interviews. 
4 Th . ' 11 ~ •, P• • 
S Wilson H. Ivins, 11 0bjectives and Principles of High School 1/ork 
Exferience , 11 (Unpublished Doctor ' s Dissertation, University of Colorado, 
Boulder, Col orado , 1947 .) 
11 
6 The study n:ade by Seyferth and Rehmus seemed to be the forerunner 
of research in work experience . They edited a workshop report on work 
experience in secondary education at a Harvard University sununer session 
in which they emphasized the belief that the work experience idea had 
reached such mnturity that a need existed for careful and systematic study 
of its objectives, administrative practices, and instructional methods . 
This report spearheaded moot of the research that has been completed in 
the realm of work experience. 
In 1946, Harol d J. Dillon 7 made a study of part- time school and 
work programs in cooperation with the National Child labor Committee . In 
brief, this study was a critical appraisal of the programs operating in 
numerous cities throughout the country. The factors in their organization 
and operation were studied to discover possible strengths and weaknesses . 
In addition, reaction of teachers, counselors, st 11dents, parents, laborers 
and employers to the program were studied. 
In 1944, I.eo Black8 made a study which concerned the status of work 
experience programs in Nebraska schoolso His general problem concerned 
the meeting of e duca t.i anal needs of youth more adequately by the inclusion 
of work experience as an integral part of the highs chool curriculum. 
6 
W. C. Seyferth and P. A. Rehmus, editors, Work Experience in 
Education (Cambridge: Harvard University, School of .l!.tducation, 194TT, 65pp. 
7 Harold J . Dillon, Work Experience in Secondary Education (New York: 
National Child Labor Committee, 1946. 
8 l.eo Perry Black, 11An nalysis of Work Experience and Its Status in 
Nebraska with Recommendations for Its Further Development," (Unputlished 
Doctor's dissertation, The University of Nebraska, Lincoln, Nebraska, 1944) . 
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Two recent publications by Rakestraw9 and Ivins10 proved very 
valuable, not only from the standpoint of supplying additional biblio-
graphical information, but also because they gave a mere intensive view 
into the reabi of work experience . They supplied much needed data and 
inforrration for the preparation of the informational check-she""t and were 
for the most part the basis for comparison studies . 
Rakestraw evolved a plan by which vocational training in high 
schools was offered on a c ooperative part-time basis . His book included 
background and need for such a program and gave detailed discussion on 
organizational and operational procedures to be used. 
The other book by Ivins is perhaps the most recent as well as most 
authentic research completed in the work experience fie l d . This book 
defined work experience , described its typical forms, and showed the 
development in schools of the United States . It further s howed in detail, 
by giving examples of practices, how a particular form of work experience 
could be employed in the schools . Distrtbutive education, divers ified 
occupations , and cooperative office practice programs , very much alike in 
procedure, were selected as typical forms of work exp3 rience progra'IlS . 
A concrete step- by- step explanation was given to sh ow how a school 
administered a work experience program. 
9 Clarence li: . Rakestraw, Training High-8chool Youth for Employment 
(Chicago : American Technica l Society, 19s7D"'; 217 pp . 
10 
Wilson H. IVins and ,-illiam B. Runge , 1fork Experience in High 
School (New York : The Ronald Press Company, 1951Y'; 507 PPo 
No research was found in the field of work experience similar to 
this study, being written ar completed in Kansas . However, two studies 
were made, although neither was too similar . 11 Pentecost made a co~pre-
hensive study of the historical development of reimbursable part-tirre 
programs in Kansas high schools . In this study he also made an attempt 
to discover the reasons for the withdrawal of the programs from certain 
12 
high schools . He listed five schools whichrad dropped the progTam: 
Hutchinson in 1946, Pittsburg in 1945, Wyandotte of Kansas City in 1944, 
rgentine of Kansas City in 1943, and Salina in 1943 . Salina reincorpor-
ated its program in 1947 .13 
13 
Pentecoot attempted to discover the reasons for the withdrawal of 
those programs by use of letters to and interviews with both coordinators 
and admini strators of those schools . Among the reasons he concluded were: 
1 . Most principals noted that the scr )Ol Is own work-program seemed 
just as effective as the reimburanble part-time program. 
11 
Calvin Mo Pentecost, 11 The Development of Reimbursable Part-Time 
Distributive Oc cupational Edocation in Kansas," (Unpublished Master's 
Thesis , Kans as State Teachers College, Emporia, Kansas, 1941), 135 pp~ 
12 
Appendix B, p. 120. The investj_gator was concerned with this 
problem, and had made preliminarysteps to discovPr the reasons for the 
withdrawal of the work experience program from high schools, but a letter 
from and a visit to H. Do Shotwell' s office :in Topeka, Director of Bus-
iness Education Office, revealed that a study of this type had previously 
been compl eted. He suggested no further need to make a study of this 
type , since Pentecost ' s study revealed these reasons quite well. 
13 
Pentecost,~• cit ., P• 46 . 
2. The school's program did not have all the restrictions which 
were found in the reimbursable part- time program. 
3. The training given in school to the part-tim0 students did not 
satisfactorily supplement the student's work 6n the job . 
4. The rigid requirements necessary for coordinators as set up 
under the Federal Acts made it difficult to hire and ~eep good 
c oordinators on a school job. Coordinators were easily l ured 
into the business world primarily because the salary received 
for a school coordination job could not compare ~th what the 
coordinator could receive in the business worlct • ..1.4 
Pentecost found that coordinators believed the effect of the war 
had a great influence upon the failure of the programs. It was noted that 
schools dropped the program eithf=ir during or immAdiately followin€, the war. 
_ ccording to Pentecost: 
Coordinators believed that the failure of these programs resulted 
from the effect the war had on the students, not only from tli.e con-
fusion and indecision which it created but also by reason of the 
fact that war-created jobs were plentiful an.:3. o.:fered 'TlOre money 
than did those offered in th15occupations of vhe work experience type taught in high schools . 
The other study was by Fuller16 in which he studied small cities 
throughout the state of Kansas in an effort to decide upon their possi-
bilities as a potential training station for work experience programs. 
11rom his study, he recommended the possib:i lity of two or more small towns 
in close proximity operating a program jointly with the teacli.er-coordinator 
l4 Ibid . , p. 47 . 
1,5 L oc. cit. 
16 Everett Vi . Fuller, 11An Evaluation of Potential Training 
Stations for Occupational Part- Time Business Training Programs in Selected 
Kansas Towns of Less Than Five Thousand Population, 11 (Unpublished Master 1s 
Thesis , Kansas State College , Emporia , Kansas, 19L8), 97 PP • 
15 
alternating his time between towns . This recommendatj_on seemed rather 
contradictory with the viewpoint of most writers . Most wrj_tArs felt that 
the coordinator , even in a small system, would be kept quite busy with 
one s choo l program if it were to be successful . 
Fuller did recommend that any school svstem attempting to inaugu-
rate a work experience program should first :nal-:e a comprehensive survey 
of their local community to determine needs and opportunities for a 
program of this nature. Further~ore, the survev, he believed, was the 
"surest way of reaching all tl-i.e business men who would be i'1vnlved in such 
a program and provides an excellent opportunity .for the pros_r,ecti ve coor-
dinator to acquaint these people with the pro[;ram and interest them in j t . 1117 
l? Ibict., p . 69 . 
CHAPTER II 
NEED FOR AND OBJECTIVES OF WORK EXPERIENCE 
NEED FOR WORK EXPERIENCE 
Work experience as a part of the school curriculum is not a recent 
innovation. For instance, Ivins commented that "In its relation to the 
educational program of the high school, discussion of work expe r ience in 
general terms is almost as old as that school itself. 111 Dewey was one of 
the modern contemporary educational writers who :recognized the importance 
of work to students. His adage, 11leam by doing, 11 has done much toward 
the reorganization of the curriculum in the elenentary, as well as in 
the secondary school . 
Since Dewey' s time, writers have published considerable material 
in relation to work and school. They have expressed the need for work 
experience in high schools in varying degrees. Some have expressed the 
view that a large number of high school students have littJ.e opportunity 
to learn a vocation while in school or at hon~, and woon these students 
leave school they are expected to enter into some kind of work, prim:i.rily 
in the distributive or diversified occupations . These writers believed 
that the schools should take the responsibility of fulfilling this need 
by supplying students with work experience while in school. 
1 Wilson H. Ivins and William B. Runge, Work Experience in High 
School (New York: The Ronald Press Company, 19s'i"f," P• 69. 
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Other writers have emphasized the increased and changed high 
school population in justifying the need for work experience. More 
students are enrolled in high school today than ever before . The school 
population is certainly heterogeneous. Students from every economic 
class are enrolled. Because of this, the majority of students will not 
seek additional training in institutions of higher learning but will 
find work in society upon graduation from high school. 
Still others quoted facts and figures in regard to the students 
who never finish high school but at the same time must find a place in 
society; and in order to do this, they must find suitable worko Without 
training of some kind, this group of students would find it difficult to 
secure a job . 
Still another group, perhaps followers of Dewey, believed that the 
curriculum should be reorganized so that students could receive vocational 
training in a more realistic environment. 
Few opportunities for work activities. Most educators and writers 
in the field agreed that students today have few opportunities for work 
activities . Haas stated that ''Possibly the primary need of life i s t o 
make a living. There is no job so trivial that it does not carry with 
its mastery personal pride, self- respect, and a surety of accomplishment 
and happinesso To train a person to earn a living and to live as happily 
. 2 as possible is the primary objective of vocational education. 11 If this, 
then, is the purpose of vocational education, perhaps, there is a need 
2 Kenneth B. Haasl Distributive Educationo (New York: The Gregg 
Publishing Company, 1941J, P• 9. 
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for supplying students with this vital work experience which they need 
in order to live and make a living in this democratic society. 
Dillon3 upheld this contention when he stated that the age when 
a child leaves school has become to many the day when he can set aside 
his formal schooling and become a member of the laboring force of our 
country. 
The remark has been made by some educators that the majority of 
high school students "aren't fitted for school," while many students 
feel that they ''aren't getting anything out of school. 11 If the students 
completed their program, they were assmned tote adequately adjusted to 
the curriculum and the fact that they graduated was assumed to give 
4 evidence of the efficiency of the educational program. But many of our 
young people complete their seconday education "insulated from the reality 
of what makes up the outside world. It may be said that many of the 
1misfits 1 are, in reality, 'misfitted' in what is to them an unreal, 
static and ineffective educational experience. 115 
This need was further pointed out in the American Education in 
the Postwar Pe:iod. 
We all tend to become provincial in our outlook because of our 
l imited area of operations. This is especially true of most 
boys and girls, bounded as they are by their homes, their social 
3 Harold J. Dillon, Experience in SecondafY Education (New 
York: National Child Labor Committee, 19461, P• 23. 
4~-~-
5 ~•, P• 24. 
strata, their own churches, their own friends. Job experience 
cannot break down this provincialism entirely; in fact, it remains 
characteristic of most adults. But, combined with thoughtful 
direction from within the school, a variety of job experience 
contacts can make some impression upon the typically parochial 
outlook on life. The brutal force of racial discrimination 
becomes real wrnn it is seen first-hand in the factory. The 
economic strangulation of many of our fello~r citizens takes -on new 
:treaning when one works and talks with its vie tim.s. What the 
other thinks about his life and tines i s sensed more readily in 
shop talk than by digesting any number of national polls . Visiting 
factories, surveying slums, interviewing employers, observing 
civic machinery in operation, valuable as they may be, cannot 
compare as a social ini'luence upon our boys a.nd girls with 
rubbing elbows at work mtg the variety of people and ideas of 
which America is composed. 
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Ivins7 gave an outlook into the developments which brought about 
the lack of work activities for modern youth and helped to justify the 
need for theinclusion of work experience in the high school. According 
to him, in earlier times, children were an economic asset to their 
families . The benefits in goods and services which their labor produced 
were taken for granted. From the time he could --allc, every child in all 
but the most influential families worked. 11 Today most persons agree that 
the working child or youth is not typical in normal urban life, although 
he is still more or less typical in rural and farm life.n8 However, 
increased mechanization and other factors have lessened work opportunities 
for rural youth, also. 
The reasons for the decline of mrk activl ties for children were 
6 w. c. Seyferth, Curriculum Reconstruction, American Education in 
the Postwar Period (New York: National Society for the Study of Educ-
ation), P• 335 . 
7 Ivins , El?_• cit. , P• 79. 
8 ·t Loe . c1. • -- --
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many. Some of them resulted from the complicated forward movement of 
civi lization. The most specific reason was the Industrial Revolution and 
9 
its after effects . 
The following statements by Ivins further emphasized the import-
ance of supplying work experience to youth: 
Children are still a relative economic asset in families in semi-
primitive or backward environments in America tcxiay. However, the 
diminishing number of such environments has produced a situation 
generally where children and youth are no longer an economic asset . 
In this situation they do relatively little work at home . 
The economic aspect is not the only one affecting the decline 
of the home as a center of work responsibilities and opportunities. 
Changes in the organization of the home itself, and other kinds 
of changes in the nature of its life, have also influenced the 
work experiences of childhood and youth • •• 
• • • Whatever the causes were, life in America has changed 
from a situation where childhood and youth labor was a traditional 
cus tom and economic need to one where the tradition has persisted, 
as such only, and the economic need has diminished ••• 
• • • Today youth need work, not so much for the economic benefit 
to be derived as for its contribution as a component of educational 
preparation which is often missing in their development. If the 
school fails to furnish it and the home does not, the child may not 
have its advantages at all •• • 1o 
I f the students in high schools today are to receive work exper-
ience -vmich is so basic to life adjustment, the school will hare to 
provide for this need in some way. 
Increased and changed population of high schools . The high 
school of today no longer serves the sare function which it did in an 
earlier day. Today it serves students from every walk of life; there is 
9 ~ •, P• 80. 
10 Ibid. , P• 81 . 
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no select group . It no longer serves only those students who desire to 
continue their education in higher institutions of learning. For the most 
pa.rt, high schools of today serve students who are primarily interested in 
the world of work . 
Some authorities believed, however, that most schools still follow 
much the same academic curriculum of preparing students for advanced 
educational training. Few schools made adequate provisions to reet the 
needs of the majority of students today-those who will work and not 
cont:inue educational formally. 
Rakestraw11 believed that equal opportunity was one of the tenets 
of Ame~ican democracy. However, boys and girls in the various sections 
of the country did not have an equal opportunity for vocational education. 
He believed that the inclusion of work experience in the school programs 
12 
would help alleviate this inequality. 
Haas summarized this need for work experience for tre students in 
our high schools today when he stated: 
In too maey instances youth who pursue academic rather than 
vocational courses do so because they think academic training puts 
them on a higher plane socially than does vocational training. 
They often take academic training to demonstrate that their fathers 
have sufficient income to enable them to devote four years to 
secondary work . Not only the parents but also society as a whole 
pay for the waste that accompaiies the training for academic 
pursuits of pupils who should train for vocational pursuits. Only 
when educators formulate and put into operation policies and neasures 
that will correct such maladjustments in the training of individual 
11 Rakestraw,~• cit., P• 8. 
12 Ibid., P• 11. 
pupils will some of thiJperplexing problems of our social-economic 
life tend to d:iminish . 
Drop-outs . Drop-outs in high school have presented a problem for 
many years. Although in recent years this number has lessened, some 
studies have reveal ed that there were still many students who began high 
school but never finished . For instance, Haas found that according to 
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the 1940 United States Census there was a total of 2,457,616 boys and girls 
sixteen and seventeen years of age. Of this number 1,870,838 or approx-
imately seventy-five per cent were attending school. The other twenty-
five per cent either quit school or never started. Haas stated that there 
was the possibility some had graduated from high school, but for the most 
part, this twenty-five per cent probably was not attending school because 
the educational services offered in the regular high sdl.ool of their 
corrrrnuni ty did not meet their needs . Furthermore, he said there was no 
assurance as to how many of the students enrolled :in high school at the 
14 
ages of sixteen and seventeen remained to graduate . 
Turrell connnented that the "argument is not, 'Shall we keep them 
in school, or let them go to work?' 15 They~ going to wo rk. 11 He 
believed that the schools should not wait until such pressure came, but 
-should anticipate such pressure with a well ordered plan to meet this 
fact and at the sare time make it possible for youth to continue their 
13 Haas,~• cit., P• 9. 
14 ~ • , Po 10. 
l.5 Archie M. Turrell, "Not School or Work, but Work and School, 11 
School Executive, 62:19-20, May, 1943. 
schooling . 
Other points for~ of~ experience . Leading educational 
associations have recognized the importance of work experience to youth 
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and have suggested its inclusion in the high school. As long ago as 1940 
the American Youth Commission prepared a report in regard to ''What the 
High Schools Ought to Teach. 11 In this report it was stated rrthere is no 
f actor of general education which is more important to consider in the 
preparation of any business education curriculum than work . 1116 Furthermore, 
the pas sage of federal acts suggested that the federal government had long 
recognized the need for vocational training for high school youth . The 
passage of the George -Deen Act in 1936 allowed for appropriations for 
distributive and diversified occupational training to be given in high 
schools . Later, the George-Barden Act in 1946 increased the appropria-
t i ons for these purposes . 
Summary of justifications for need of work experience. The 
following justifications for the need of work experience in our high 
schools of today were concluded: (1) students received little work 
activity; (2) the ma.jority of students entered the field ~r work upon 
graduation from high school with little training or adjustrrents for such 
responsibility; (3) the drop- outs, likewise, found work without having 
sufficient general or vocational training; and (4) the fact that lead:ing 
educational associations as well as the federal government recognized 
16 American Youth Commission, lThat the High Schools Ought to 
(Washington: D. c. : American CounciTon Educatro'n, 1940. );13":"L9 • 
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the importance of work experience and its inclusion in the high school 
program as essential toward meeting the needs of youth, helped to justify 
its need. 
OBJECTIVES OF '!fORK EXPIBIE CE PROG11AMS 
The objectives in this investigation were obtained from viewpoints 
related by authorities in the field of work experience. Some writers 
approa,phed the objectives for a ,,mrk experience program by relating certain 
values which the program give to the student, school, parent, and 
business . These values revealed both primary and secondary objectives . 
These two types of objectives were used in this investigation. 
Primary objectives referred to those objectives which were considered as 
being essential to all students, thus supplying the general educational 
need . Secondary objectives referred to thosP. objectives which were 
beneficial to a more select group of students who elected to enter into 
more specia lized or vocational train:Lng . 
Primary objectives. Writers differed, to some extent, upon the 
primary objectives of work experience in the high school. However, there 
were some which all agreed upon as primary objectives. These were: 
1 . The promotion of good student attitudes toward work. 
2 . The promotion of good student work habits o 
J. The encouragement of desirable traits of character . 
4. The promotion of feelings of self-respect and achieverent in 
students . 
5. The promotion of cooperative attitudes in students . 
Most writers agreed that these five objectives were not only 
objectives of the work experience program rut usually objectives of the 
whole high school progra.in in training students for a general education. 
Ivins listed two other objectives which he considered of primary 
importance , (1) Work experience promoted student guidance, including some 
vocational preparation and (2) Work experience made "possible a limited 
supervised introduction of students to the activities and demands of the 
norma.1 work world. 1117 There was reason for including the promotion of 
guidance as a primary objective, since guidmce is for the moot part a 
major function of the school. Ivins18 believed that a primary objective 
of work experience was to supply to all students necessary inforrration 
concerning the activities and demnds of the world of work . He suggested 
that this could be done through the use of such med~a as books, pamphlets, 
lectures, or even field trips, but as a planned part of the work exper-
ience program. 
Rakestraw19 and McGill20 added another objective to the list. They 
belleved that a primary objective of work experience was the provision of 
a channel for projecting the school into the community and in so doing 
aiding in meeting the community's needs. 
17 
Ivins, op.~• , P• 99. 
18 
Ibid., P• 103 . 
19 Rakestraw, op.~•, P• 23. 
20 
E. c. McGill, "Importance of Work Experience in Education," 
American School Board Journal_, 125:25-6,l, August, 1952. 
The primary objectives of work experience set forth by writers in the 
field and used in this investigation were: 
1 . The pr omotion of good student attitudes tovrard work. 
2. The promotion of good st.ndent work habits . 
3. The encouragement of desirable traits of character. 
4. The promotion of feelings of self-respect and achievement in 
students . 
5. The promotion of cooperative attitudes in students. 
6. The promotion of stuient guidance. 
7. The supplying of information to all students concerning the 
activities and demands of the world of work. 
8. The projection of the school into the community. 
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Secondary objectives• Writers did not agree so well upon the 
secondary objectives of work experience as they did upon the primary 
objectives . Perhaps, this was due to the fact that vocationally, work 
experience programs have produced different re r .1l ts in different schools. 
As a result, studies made by different writers produced different secon-
dary (vocat ional) objectives . Some objectives were acceptable for some 
types of progra~B and for programs in different sections of the country, 
but were not acceptable for work experience programs in general. The 
objectives as set forth by various writers were appraised and the secon-
dary objectives acceptable for work experience programs as a whole were 
determined . 
21 Rakestraw listed two advantages which a work experience program 
21 Rakestraw, .s?_• cit . , P• 23 . 
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provided to students vocationally. He stated tha t (1) students were given 
an opportunity to develop individual aptitudes and interests and (2) were 
given an opportunity to know the business world. If the students are to be 
trained vocationally by the school, then it should be the school's respon-
sibility to provide opportunities for the students to develop individual 
interests and aptitudes as well as to know about the business world in 
which he will work. 
22 
Eyster listed four objectives of work experience from a vocational 
standpoint. These were: (1) bridges gap between the school and job; (2) 
students learn by doing; (3) students gain experience in an actual job 
situation; and (4) students receive opportunities which may lead to 
permanent employment . 
His first objective should receive consideration. It has been 
previousl y pointed out that students lack vo rk a.ctivi ties today. Because 
of this, there has been an ever-widening gap between the end of formal 
education at the high school level and the student's job taking when 
leaving school . If work experience programs helped to bridge this gap 
between the school and job, this should be considered a secondary objec-
tive . 
The second objective listed by Eyster in that students learned by 
doing seemed more of a philosophy of the whole practical arts program and 
even perhaps of the whole school than it was an objective. The whole work 
22 E. s . Eyster, "About Work Experience, 11 Journal of Business 
Education, 271:367f, May, 1952. 
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experience program was based upon the philosophy of n1earn by doing.," 
fundamentally derived from Dewey. It was not considered as an objective., 
but rather the underlying philosophy for the whole program. 
The third objective that students gained e~rience in an actual job 
situation was considered since it was very similar to Rakestraw 1s objective 
in that students were given an opportunity to know the business world. The 
words 11 in an actual job situatim" were added to Rakestraw' s objective so 
that it read: students were given an opportunity to know the business 
world in an actual job situation. 
Eyster's fourth objective in which students received opportunities 
which might lead to pernanent employment was considered a secondary objec-
tive . It was previously reported that the majority of high school stud-
ents will go into the world of work. It should be., then., a s econdary 
objective of the school to train studentsto take their place in tm work 
world. If supplying pa.rt-tine work through work experience programs led 
to permanent employment., then the provision of such opportunities should 
be considered a secondn-y objective o 
23 
One other writer, Ivins, set forth a l:i.s t of secondary objectives 
of work experience which he believed were desirable. These were : 
1 . Promotion of good employee •• • relationships. 
2. Development of job intelligence and irragination in students. 
3. Development of specific vocational skills in students. 
23 Ivins.,££• cit. , p. 105. 
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The promotion of good employee-employer relationships as an objec-
tive of work experience programs could be justified only if the student 
received pay for his services . If the student-learner worked on the job 
without pay, the relationships he received with his employer could hardly 
be said to be a real-life situation . However, most studies revealed that 
students received pay for their services in the majority of work experience 
programs in high schools . If this was the case, then this objective was 
justified as a secondary objective of work experience. 
The second objective which was the development of job intelligence 
and imagination in student workers was justified since it seemed to be a 
mere reiteration of similar objectives given by Rakestraw and Eyster . 
Rakestraw mentioned the fact that an opportunity was given for students 
to gain aptitudes and interests and Eyster said that students were given 
opportunities to gain experience in an actual ,iob situation. The develop-
ment of job intelligence and imagination seemed somewhat synonymous with 
these two objectives since it, too, was a pa.rt of experience on the job. 
Ivins helped to justify his third objective, the development of 
specific vocational skills in students, when he stated: 11high schools 
today furnish tenninal training in specific vocational fields for thou-
sands of boys and girls every year . 1124 This objective was justified as a 
secondary objective primarily from the fact that the school must supply 
adequate training and development of skills and techniqres to those 
students who will have no opportunity to further their training. 
24 
Ibid., P• 107. 
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The secondary objectives of work experience as revealed by author-
ities in the field and used in this investigation were as follow: 
1 . The student is given an opportunity to develop individual 
aptitudes and interests as -v-.ell as job intelligence. 
2o The student is given an opportunity to know the business world 
in an actual job situation. 
3. Work experience helps in bridging the gap between school and 
job. 
4. The student receives opportunlties which may lead to permanent 
employment. 
5. Work experience helps promote good employee-employer 
relations hips • 
6. Work experience aids in developing specific vocational skills 
in students • 
CHAPTER III 
INFOl:{MATIONAL CHECK-ST-IEET RESULTS 
This chapter is divided into three distinct sections: Section A, 
Administrators' Check-Sheet Results; Section B, Coordinators' Check-Sheet 
Results; and Section C, Combined Results of Check-Sheets Concerning the 
Success and Improvement of the Work Experience Program. 
SECTIOt A 
D ITNISTRATORS' CHECK-S -lEET RESULTS 
V ork experience program enrollment o The number of pupils enrolled 
in the work experience programs as compared to the total school enroll-
ment was small . The results obtained showed that the number of pupils 
enrolled in the work experience programs ranged ~rom 1 . 7 per cent to 
6. 7 ner cent in relation to the total school enrollment. Although not 
all administrators revealed the numl::er of pupils enrolled in their 
programs, it appeared that if they had responded, the total results would 
not have been too far removed from these percentages. 
Need for program. Table I contains a summary of responses by 
administrat ors concerning the methods used in establjshing the program of 
work exper ience . Suggestions from students, parents , and the staff W:lre 
used only to some extent by administrators . Suggestions from the State 
Board for Vocat iona l Education 1J110re used, also, to some extent . The one 
response in which the suggestions from the State Board were used exten-
s ively was from the Topeka program . This program was one of the first 
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work experience programs established in the state and the State Board did 
much to·ward getting it o-.cganized. The majority of administrators indicated 








ADMINISTRATORS I OPDUONS GONCE. ING ESTABLISHMENT 
OF vi/ORK EXPERIENCE PROGRAMS 
Established By Re s ponses 
Exten- To Some 
sively Extent 
Expressed desire by students 9 
Coopera tive action of administration 
and advisory committee 4 5 
Administrator's desire 7 4 
Parents 1 suggestions 7 
Suggestions from State Board 1 9 









Five administrators used advisory committee suggestions extensively; five, 
to some extent; and three, to little or no extent . 
ims and objectives. Table II contains a sUIJ1P.1ary of responses 
which administrators considered as important aims and objectives of the 
work experience program according to three distinct ratings (1) Extremely 
Important, (2) Moderately Important, and (3) Not Important. The majority 
of the aims and obj ectives listed were considered as extremely iwportant 
by administrators. Those considered extremely important were : (1) give s 
TABLE II 
IMPORT NCE GIVEN BY ADMI NISTRATORS TO IJVB 
AND OBJECTIVES OF THE WORK EXPERIENCE PROGRAM 
Aims and Objectives Responses 
1- ------------------
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Extremely Moderately Not 
I mportant I mportant I mport ant 
a . Gives orientation into occupational 
world 
b . Makes curriculum more meanjngful 
c . Provides training in use of money 




become work conscious ------ -~ 11 _ 
e . Provides better employees for employers 
f . Gives responsibilities to students 
g . Draws school and communjty closer 
h . Bridges gap between school and work 
i------------- -
i. :Makes teachers more aware of needs of 
business 
j. Produces better civi c spi r it for 
community 
k . Keeps pupils in home community 
1 . Gives students an opportunity to 
11 1Parn by doing" 
m. Gives students opportunities which 
rnay lead to permanent employment 
n . Provides students with opportunities 
to develop social understandincs 
t-- ---- --- --- -
o. Provides stuclents w:i th opportunities 































orientation into the occupational world, (2) provides youth an opportunity 
to become work conscious, (3) provides better employees for employers, 
(4) gives responsibilities to students, (5) draws school and community 
closer, (6) bridges the gap between school and work, (7) makes teachers 
more aware of needs of business, (8) gives students an opportunity to 
"learn by doing," (9) gives students opportunities which may lead to 
permanent employment, and (10) provides students opportunities to develop 
proper work habits. 
The following aims and objectives were considered as being only 
moderately important by administrators: (1) makes curriculum more meaning-
ful, (2) provides training in the use of money, (3) produces a better 
civic spirit for the community, (4) keeps pupils in the home community, 
and (5) provides opportunity to develop social understandings. Two 
administrators indicated that keeping pupils in tr 3 home community was not 
important as an aim or objective of the program. One administrator 
indicated the following not important: makes curriculum more meaningful, 
produces a better civic spirit for the community, and provides students 
with opportunities to develop social understandings. 
Leading aims objectives. Table III contains a summary of 
responses by administrators of the aims and objectives vhich they 
considered most important according to a first, second, or third prefer-
ence. 
Eight administrators gave a first preference to the objective, 
gives students an orientation into the occupational world; two gave a first 

















STATE~IIENTS OF AIMS AND OBJECTI VES OF WORK EXPERIENCE 
PREFERRED BY SCHOOL ADMINISTRATORS 
Aims and Objectives Preference 
First Second 
Gives orientation into occupational world 8 2 
Makes curriculum more meaningful 
Provides training in use of money 
Provides youth an opportu..nity to become 
work conscious 2 6 
Provides better employees for employers 
Gives responsibilities to students 2 
Draws school and community closer 1 
- ---
Bridges gap between school and work 
Makes teachers more aware of needs of 
business 
Produces better civic spirit for community 
Keeps pupils in home community 
--
Gives students an opportunity to 
"learn by doing" 1 
Gives students opportunity which may 
lead to permanent emplo_yment 
Provides students with opportunities 
to develop social understandings 
Provides students with opport unities 









work conscious; one gave a first preference to, gives students an oppor-
tunity to 11learn by doing;" and one indicated a first preference to, 
provides students with opportunities to develop proper work habits . 
The following choicesvere given as the sacond preference aim and 
objective; gives students an opportunity to be oriented into the occupa-
tional world received two responses; provides an opportunity for youth to 
become work conscious, six responses; gives responsibilities to students, 
two responses; and provides students with opportunities to develop proper 
work habits, one response. 
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Administrators gave third preferences to the following aims and 
objectives: provides better employees for employers,received one response; 
bridges the gap between school and work received, one response; produces 
better civic spirit for the conununity, one response; gives students an 
opportunity to "learn tu" doing," three responsP'3 ; gives students oppor-
tuhities which may lead to permanent employment, one response; and 
provides students with opportunities to develop proper work habits, five 
responses. 
The three most important aims and objectives in order of pref-
erence appeared to be: 
1. Provides opportunity for orientation into the occupational world. 
2. Provides opportunities for youth to become 11work conscious . 11 
3. Provides students an opportunity to develop proper work ha.bits. 
The respcnses by administrators to the aim and objective, gives 
students an opportunity to "learn by doing," vere significant. Only one 
administrator gave a first preference to this objective and only three 
gave it a third preference, while in Table rr1 all twelve administrators 
checked this objective as being extremely important . This result helpe 
to justify t..rie previous contention that the opoortunity to "learn by 
doing" was more a philosophy of the entire school and not essentially an 
aim or objective of the work experieme rogram alone. 
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Program limitations . Seven schools li~ited their program to one 
year; five schools had a two year programo This condition, necessarily, 
resulted in limiting the program to juniors and seniors in the two year 
program, and to seniors only in the one year program. Five schools 
limited the program to students who were sixteen or older. One school 
limited the program according to the demands of business in the particular 
community . One other administrator limited the program to anyone capable 
of developing proper work habits and ble to profit by class instructionG 
He did not , however, signify how this type of st 11dent could be cl.et.ermined 
beforehand . 
Administrative procedures establish the ro ram. A summary 
of responses by administrators of the extent adm:inistrative procedures 
were used in establishing the program of work e xoerience j s given in 
Table IV • The procedures used extensively by administrators in establish-
ing the program were: (1) consult the State Board for Vocational Educa-
tion, (2) study similar programs, (3) establish an advisory committee, (4) 
select a coordinator who fulfilled qualifjcations, (5) define the coordin-
ator's duties, and (6) obtain the local board's approval to init ate the 
program. The extensive use made by the administration in consul ting the 
State Board and selecting a coordiratorvas explanatory. The school w:rnlcl 
1 

















THE EXTENSIVENESS ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEDURES WERE USED 
IN INITIATING THE WORK EXPERIENCE PROORAM 
Administrative Procedure Responses 
-
Exten- To Some Little 
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or 
sively Extent No Extent 
Consult State Board for Vocational 
Education 9 3 
Study similar programs 8 4 
Establish an advisory committee 7 4 1 
-- -
Make an occupational survey or analysis 5 4 3 
----
Select coordinator who fulfilled 
qualif ica ti ons 12 -- ---
Define coordinator's duties 10 2 
- - 1-- - ---
Hire coordinator for full year 3 Unanswered 
--- - -r-
Hire coordinator for school year 9 Unanswered 
- -- -
Obtain loca 1 board approval to start 
program 7 I 2 3 
---- T Propose a budget at beginning of program and each year following to cover cost of equipment and teachers 6 4 2 
- i - T Establish admission requireme nts for I I 
students 2 10 I 
-- - --- --- - - I 
I 
2 10 I i Gain full support from staff i 
I i - -- - - -
Outline and obtain understanding of I the aims and objectives of the program 
to all interested agencies 6 6 
-- - - - - - - - - .. - -
Reconstruct the curriculum to meet the 
needs of the program 6 6 
Establish adequate guidance and coun-










consult the State Board sin re the program, if it were to be reimbursed or 
sponsored through federal and state funds, had to fulfill their require-
mentso The selection of a coordinator who fulfilled the necessary 
qualifications was, likewise, required by the state. A school could not 
receive reimbursement unless the coordirator fulfilled certain qualifica-
tions which were r equired by the state. Eight schools studied similar 
programs extensively as a basis fore stablish:i.ng theirown programs. Seven 
schools established an advisory committee extensively; four to some extent; 
and one to little or no extent. The school which established the advisory 
to little or no extent was in its first year of operation and the advisory 
committee had not as yet been formally established. The majority of 
schools obtained the local board's approval to start the program. 
The procedures which were used only to some extent by the adminis-
tration in establishing the program were: (1) mal.ce an occupational survey 
or analysis, (2) propose a budget at beginning of program and each year 
following, to cover cost of equipment and teachers, (3) establish admis-
sion require:irents for students, (4) gain full support from the staff, (.5) 
outline and obtain an understanding of the aims and objectives of the 
program to all interested agencies, (6) reconstruct the curriculum to meet 
the needs of the program, and ( 7) establish adequate guidance and counsel-
ing service. The responses given to 1:he making of the occupational survey 
seemed significant . Five schools indicated that they made occupational 
surveys extensively; four did to some extent, and three to little or no 
extent. These were significant because the state requires that occupational 
surveys te made every third, fifth, and tenth year; but does not explain the 
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extensiveness of these surveys. 
The responses given by administrators concerning proposing of a 
budget at the beginning of the program and each year following appeared to 
be significant as well. Six schools extensively proposed such a budget; 
four to some extent, and two to little or no extent. 
Half the administrators extensively outlined and obtained an under-
standing of the aims and objectives of the program to all interested 
agencies and reconstructed the curriculum to rooet the needs of the program. 
The remaining half used these procedures to some extent. Only four schools 
extensively established adequate guidance and counseling services, while 
the majority established this serivce to some extent in their programs. 
Although no administrator indicated that the guidance service was established 
to little or no extent, it was discovered in the interviews wi th coordin-
ators that even where there was a well planned -uidance program for the 
school, the services were not used extensively with the work experience 
program. 
Three administrators disclosed that they hired the coordinator for 
the full year, while nine hired the coordinator on a school yea~ basis. 
The schools vh.ich hired the coordinator for the full year had a very 
extended work experience program. Tte coordinator not only had charge of 
student ·work programs, but he also had charge of evening classes for 
adults and extensive SU1J1.mer classes for both students and adults. 
Providing for~ classroom. ~dministrators of seven schools 
signified that they extensively provided for a definite space for the 
program, while five did to to some extent, (Table V.) However, there 
TABLE V 
EXTENSIVENESS OF PROVISIOi,TS DE FOR OPER.! TPJG 
WORK EXPERIENCE P.R.ffiRAMS REPORTED BY ADiifI~JISTH.ATORS 
Procedure Response 
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Exten- To Some Little or 
sively Extent No J:,,xtent 
a . Provide a definite space for the program 7 5 
b . Obtain advice and suggestions from the 
coordinator in determining the training 
equipment and accessories to be used for 
the program 7 5 
c. Confer with coordinator and business 
staff in establishing related courses 
for t.rie program 5 7 
seemed to oo some discrepancy ccncerning this point. Coordinators related 
2 
a different opinion . They believed that there was a definite lack of 
suitable space as well as inadequate and insufficient equipment and 
accessories to maintain the program properly. This presented a definite 
contradictory opinion between administrators and coordinators . 
Seven administrators indicated that they extensively obtained the 
advice and suggestions from the coordinator in determining the training 
equipment and accessories to be used for the program, while five did to 
some extent . Five administrators revealed that they extensively conferred 
with the coor dinator and business staff in es tablishing related courses; 
seven did to some extent. 
2 Cf . infra , p • .5 8. 
Selection of coordinator. dministrators indicated that both 
teaching experience and exJBrience other than teachin~ were considered 
extensively by a majority as Dnportant in the selection of the coordin-
ator. Nine administrators considered teaching exp:lrience extensively; 
three did to some extent . Eight administrators extensively considered 
experience other than teaching, and four did to some extent. 
Use of the advisory committee. Table VI contains a sumrnary of 
responses by administrators of the extent the advisory committee was 
used in the program. Only in a few instances did administrators denote 
that they extensively used the advisory committee. 
TABLE VI 
EXTENSIWENESS OF THE FUNCTIONS OFT m; WORK EXPERIENCE 
DVT.S ORY COlfJ".fT1'EE RE ORTED BY ADNITEIST. • TO.H.S 
Functions rlesponses 
Exten- To Some LittlP 
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or 
sively Extent No Extent 
a . Offer suggestions as to type of orogram 2 9 1 
b . Suggest related courses to be taught 2 3 2 
c. 1 ork cooperatively with school to 
establish and adroinis ter the program 5 6 1 
---
d . fork cooperatively in defining the aims 
and objectives of the program 5 7 
A majority of administrators disclosed that the advisory committee 
was used to sorre extent in regard to the following advisory committee 
activities: (1) suggestions from the committee as to the type of program 
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to be established, (2) suggestions as to the related courses to be taught, 
(3) cooperative action between the committee and the admj_nistration to 
establish and administer the program, and (4) help by the comrni ttee in 
defining the aims and objectives of the program. 
Placement and follow-up services . The most outstanding point made 
evident in Table VII was that all administrators disclosed t.hat students 
were extensively placed in jobs for the program. 
TABLE VII 
REPORTS BY ArnflNISTR.i-1.TORS CONCERNING WORK EXPEB.IENCE 
PLACEMENT AND FOLLOW- UP SERVICES 
Procedure Response 
Exten- To Some Little or 
si vely Extent No Extent 
a . Place students in .jobs for the program 12 
b. Place students in permanent jobs 2 8 2 
c . Make surveys of graduates in vocational 
positions 2 7 3 
d . Study students' occupational interests 6 6 
e. Provide summer employment for students 2 6 4 
Two schools revealed that they extensively placed students in 
perm.anent jobs, while eight placed students to some extent in permanent 
jobs; two did to little or no extent. Similar resu.J;~s were obtained 
concerning the placement of students in jobs for summer employment. Two 
denoted eJ\."tensive placerrent of students in summer jobs; six did to some 
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ext ent , and four did to little or no extent . Only two schools exten-
sivel y conducted surveys of graduates . Seven schools conducted these 
surveys to some extent , while three ccnducted them to little or no extent. 
Six schools extensively studied the students' occupational interests and 
six s tudied their interests to soIIB extent . 
Responsibility far placement and follow-~ services. The coordin-
at or was responsible for both the placement and follow- up services in 
nine schools, while in three schools both the coordinator and the admin-
istrator were responsible far these services . 
Evaluation. The advisory committee , graduates , and parents were 
consulted to some extent by most administrators in evaluating the work 







REPORTS BY ADMINIS'I'HATOHS CONCERNING EVALUATION OF WORK EXPERIBNCE 
THROUGH CCTIJSULTATION WITH INTERESTED GROUPS 
agency Response 
Exten- To Some Little or 
sively Extent No Extent 
Advisory committee 4 8 
Employers 12 
- -
Graduates 2 8 2 
Parents 3 9 
~-
Students in training 7 5 
Employers were consulted extensively by all administrators to aid in 
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the evaluation of the progra.mo Students in training were consulted 
extensively in seven schools and to some extent in five schools . 
Continuous and periodic evaluation. The programs were evaluated 
continuously in five schools and periodically in five schools. Three 
schools had no set plan for evaluation purposes. This gave a total of 
thirteen responses, because one school indicated that its program was 
evaluated both continuously and periodically. Periodic evaluations were 
made semi-annually by four schools and annually by two. One school 
conducted its evaluation with employers semi-annually and annually with 
parents, graduates, and students in training. 
SUMMARY OF ADMINISTRATORS I CHECK~HEET RESULTS 
Administrators revealed that the number of students enrolled in 
work e:,q:erience programs, either Retail, Offlce '!'raining, or Combination 
Trade, ranged from 1 . 7 per cent to 6.7 per cent of the total school 
enrollment . 
It was noted that in a majority of casesthe work experience program 
was established through theadministrator's desire. Consiieration was 
given to some extent to the advice and suggestions from students., the 
advisory committee, parents and the staff. Advice and suggestions were 
also obtained to some extent from the StateBoard for Vocational Education. 
The necessity of having definite aims and objectives for the 
program was cited as being es.sent i al . All administrators signified that 
that the work experience program offered an opportunity to "learn by 
doing,' Since few administrators listed this to be one of their three 
important objectives of the program, itw as assumed that to 111earn by 
doing" was to be considered more of a philosophy surrounding the whole 
program. The three most important aims and objectives in order of 
preference were: (1) provided students an opportunity for orientation 
into the occupational world, (2) provided students with an opportunity 
to apply classroom knowledge to practical si tuations--to become 11work 
conscious, 11 and (3) provided students with an opportunity to develop 
proper work habits . 
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Schools in seven instances limited their pr ogram to one yee.ar for 
senior students, and in five instances had a two year program limited to 
juniors and seniors . Five schools limited the program to students 
sixteen years of age or older . 
The results showed that the following administrative procedures 
vrere used extensively in establishing the program: (1) consulted the 
State Board for Vocational Educat ion, (2) studied similar programs, (3) 
established an advisory committee, (4) selected a coordin~tor who 
fulfilled the necessary qualifications, (5) defined the coordinator's 
duties, and (6) obtained the local board's approval to initiate the 
program. Procedures used to some extent were: (1) made an occupational 
survey or analysis, (2) proposed a budget for the program, (3) established 
admission requirements for students, (4) gained the full support from the 
staff, (5) outlined and obtained an understanding of the aims and objec-
tives of the program by all interested agencies, (6) reconstructed the 
curriculum to neet the needs of the program, and (7) established an 
adequate guidance and counseling service for the program~ 
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Results further showed that the following were considered exten-
sively by most administrators: (1) provided a definite space for tre 
program, (2) obtained advice and suggestions from the coordira tor in 
determining the training equipirent and accessories to be used for the 
program, (3) considered teaching experience as important in selec t,ing the 
coordinator, am (4) considered experience other than teaching as impor-
tant in his selection . The administrative conferences with coordinators 
and the business staff in establishing related courses for the program 
were considered to some extent. 
Other results revealed that the advisory committee was used to 
some extent by most administrators. Administrative responses indicated 
that the placeIIEnt of students in jobs for the programwas considered 
extensively. Administrative responses further signified tra t (1) 
placing students in permanent jobs, (2) placing students in summer 
employment, (3) studying students• occupational interests in placing 
them, and (h) making surveys of graduates in vocational positions was 
considered to some extent . 
All twelve administrators designated that employers were given an 
opportunity to evaluate extensively tl1e progress of the pro gram, and a 
majority indicated that students were given this same opportunity. The 
opportunity for the advisory committee, graduates, pa.rents, and staff 
to evaluate the program was considered to some extent by adninistrators . 
From the results of the administrators• check-sheets, the following 
procedures used extensively by the majority of administrators were 
concluded: 
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1 . The program was established through the adr.linistrator's desire . 
2 . Defi11i te aims and objectives were establ ished. 
3 . The program wss established on a one or two year basis accord-
ing to community needs anrl. opportunities . 
4. The State 3card for Vocational ducation was consulted for aid 
in init:ating the program. 
5. Similar programs were studied. 
6. An advisory committee was established. 
7. A coordinator was selected who fulfilled the n8cessary 
qualificat.icns . 
8. The coordinator ' s duties were defined. 
9. The local board ' s approval was obtained to start the program. 
10. Classroom spsce ras pro-videu . 
11. dvice and sug ·estio11S vrere obtained fro"'l the coordinator to 
determine the training equipment and accessories to be used. 
12 . Teaching experience and experience other t11an teachi:".lg were 
c onsidered. important in the SP.lection o_ the coorJiriator . 
13 . Students were placE:d in training jobs . 
14. Students I occupational interests vrere studied for placement 
purposes . 
15. Empl ~yers and students were provided an opportunity to evaluate 
the program. 
The fol lowing procedures were used to soMe extent by a rajority 
of a dminis trat or s : 
1. The I rogram was established by consulting students, the 
a dvisorv comrr.ittee , the State Board for Vocational E.ducation , 
parent s , 1'lnd the staff . 
2 . Occupati onal survevs or anclyses were made when esta' lishing 
the pror:ram. 
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3. budget was proposed each year . 
4. Definite admissim requirements were established. 
5. The aims and objectives of the program were outlined and an 
understanding of them was obtained from all interested parties . 
6. The curriculum was reconstructed to meet the needs of the 
program. 
7. Guidance and counseling services were established. 
8. The coordinator and business staff were consulted concerning 
the related courses to be taught . 
9. The advisory committee was used only in an advisory capacity. 
10. Students were placed in S1lJ!llOOr and permanent jobs. 
11. Surveys were made of graduates in vocational positions . 
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SECTION B 
COORDINATORS I CHECK ~HEE TS RES UL TS 
Student visitation. Coordinators revealed that students were 
visited on the job as needed in eight instances; bi-weeldy in six instan-
ces; once a month in one instance, and twice a week in one instance. The 
coordinators who marked the 11as needed" column usually made a notation 
following their response. They noted that there was no set plan for 
visiting students because same students needed more supervision and some 
types of jobs demanded more freqoont or less frequent visitation. The 
cooperativeness of the employer and his ability to make thejob one of 
training was also noted as limiting the number of visits ma.de by the 
coordinators with the student learner. 
plans. In all cases students worked a half day and studied 
a half day during the school week. Furthermore, in most cases the plan 
followed vra.s study in the morning and work in the afternoon. The state 
vocational board requires that students must work as many hours as they 
are in school. 
Gaining student interest. The two procedures used by most coor-
dinators in interesting students in the program were (1) homeroom infor-
mation and (2) individual counseling (Table IX.) Half the coordinators 
listed (1) talks at assembliesand elsewhere and (2) trips or visits to 
business places as procedures used in interesting students. Only one 
coordinator listed the use of group conferences as a procedure used. One 










PROCEDURES USED BY COORDINATORS TO INTEREST 
STUDENTS IN WORK EXPERIENCE 
Procedure 
Career days 
Talks at assemblies or elsewhere 
Homeroom information 
Use of occupational information 
Group conferences 
Individual counseling 
Trips or visits to business places 
Other ( Conferences at enrollment time and Pre-










the program. This coordinator held individual <Jonferences with interested 
students at both enrollment time and at preenrollment time each year. 
Another added that chance contacts with students was a means of interesting 
new students in the program. 
Student activities arrl program. A majority of coordira. tors 
noted that students (1) were given an opportunity to discuss in class, 
problems encountered at work, (2) received pay for their work, arrl (3) 
received credit for their work experience, and (4) were rotated on the 
job extensively (Table X.) In no case did coordinators indicate that 
these procedures were considered to little or no extent. Fifteen coor-








THE EX1'ENSIVENESS BY WHICH COORDINATORS MADE PROVISION FOR 
STUDENTS' TRAINING PROBLEMS IN TORK EXPERIEl\JCE PROGR4.MS 
Procedure Response 
·-
Exten- To Some Little or 
sively Extent No Extent 
Discuss in class problen~ encountered 
at work 10 6 
Received pay for work 15 1 
. - ·-- --
Received credit for work experience 15 1 
Students rotated on the job 13 3 
and (2) receiving credit for work experience, were considered extensively; 
one indicated these procedures were used to sane extent . In thirteen 
cases students were given an extensive opportunity to be rotated on the 
job. In three cases they were given this opportunity only to some extent . 
Student characteristics~ conditions. A surnrrary of responses by 
coordinators concerning the extent student characteristics and conditions 
were considered in the selection of students for the work experience 
program is portrayed in Table XI~ 
Those characteristics and conditions considered extensively by more 
than half the coordinators were: enthusiasm, physical health, mental 
health, cooperativeness, vocational interests, punctuality, and j_nitiative. 
Good appearance and grooming were considered extensively in six cases and 
to some extent in ten . Purposefulness was considered extensively in seven 
















THE EXTENSIVENESS INDIVIDUAL CHARACTERISTICS AND CONDITIOIB WERE 
CONSIDERED IN SELECTING STUDENTS FOR Y. ORK EXPERIENCE 
REPORTED BY COORDINATORS 
Procedure Response 
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Exten- To Some Little or 
sively Extent No Extent 
Good appearance and grooming 6 10 
--
Alertness 4 12 
Poise 3 13 
Purposefulness 1 9 - -
Enthusiasm 8 8 
Physical health 10 6 
l\tT.ental health 10 6 
---- ----- f-- -
Cooperativeness 10 6 
--- -
Scholastic ability 9 7 
Vocational interests 11 4 1 
--- ---
Punctuality 10 6 
Initiative 10 6 
Perseverance 7 9 --- -----. 
Hone background 5 ll 
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Alertness was considered extensively in four cases and to soma extent in 
twelve. Much the satoo result was given to poise. In no cases were 
scholastic ability and home background considered extensively by coordina-
tors. Nine coordinators considered scholastic ability to soma extent, and 
seven considered it to little or no extent in selecting students. Five 
coordinators indicated that they considered home background to some extent 
in selecting students, whild eleven considered it to little or no extent. 
ex:p.,rience clubs Nine schools m:1.intained a work experience 
club for their program. The two leading names for the club were Distri-
butive Education arrl Business Education. Of the nine schools vhich had 
work experience clubs, five indicated that the club added extensive 
enthusiasm to the program, and four indicated that it added enthusiasm to 
some extent. 
Student records and forms. Table XII reveals a summary of responses 
of the extensiveness student records were kept and used by coordinators in 
work experience programs. Most of the information concerning the student's 
job was kept and used extensively by both coordinators and students. The 
state requires that students keep a r ecord of hours worked per day on a 
form provided for tra t purpose . Other inforrration is also required on 
this fonn. Each semester this form is forwarded to the state office. 
Coordinators revealed that records kept and wed concerning the 
hours worked per day by students were used to little or no extent in two 
cases; vh ile the majority indicated that use was made extensively. 
The records and forms concerning (1) where students worked, (2) 










THE EXTE IVENESS STUDENT REC .RDS WERE USED D1 W RK EXPERIENCE S 
REPORTED BY COORDINATORS 
Type of Record R sponse 
Exten- To Some Little or 
si vely Extent N Extent - - '-
Where students have worked 1 c; 1 
- -
Hours worked per day 14 2 
--
Total time worked 14 2 
- -- - -
Employers ' com.nents about students 13 3 
-- - - -- - - ·-- ---
Types of jobs at which students worked 12 4 
- -
Pay received by students 14 2 
- - - - -
Dates of employment 15 1 -- ·- - - - -----
jobs at which students worked, (5) pay recei d by students, :md (6) the 
dates of employment were used extensively by a large majority of coordjna-
tors . 
Teaching and coordinating media. Table XIII sumnir'1.ri.zes Lhe res-
ponses reported by coordinators of the extent use was made of cert.a.in 
teaching and coordira ting media. With the except.ion of indiv dual confer-
ences, no extensiw use was made of any of these media, Ellthouah some were 
used to some extent . Twelve coordinators s · gnified extensive us' was made 
of individual conferences with students . Thi.s .result coincid s with the 
extensive use made of individual counseling ported previouslyoJ 














REPORTS BY COORDINATORS CONCERNING THE EXTENSIVENESS 
TEACHING AND COORDINA TIN MEDIA WERE USED 
IN WORK EXPERIENCE PROGRAMS 
- . c- ,_ 
Medi-..t Resp nse 
Exten- To Some 
sively Extent 
Posters and charts 4 11 I 
Notebooks kept by students 3 11 
Bulletin boards 3 11 
Demonstrations in class by students 4 12 
Displays 4 6 




Visitations 4 12 
·-·-
Conferences (Individual) 12 4 
----
Conferences (Group) 5 10 
/ 















Drills and debates were not used extensively by any coordi~ator. 
Twelve indicated that drills were used to some extent and fifteen revealed 
that debates were used to little or no extent in the ~rogra.m. 
Testing services. The responses by coordinators indicated that a 
majority ma.de little or no use of testing services in the work experience 
progrruns (Table XIV.) Not more than three coordinators used any type of 







REPORTS BY COORDINATORS CONCERNING THE EXTENSIVENESS 
TESTING SERVICES Wli'F.E USED IN 
1,1roRK EXPBRIEFCE PROGRAM3 
Type of Test Response 
Exten- To Some 
sively Extent 
Interest inventories " 5 , 
Intelligence tests 6 
A.ptitude tests 3 5 
Personality inventories 2 4 








Counseling responsibility. Eight schools had a coordira tor who was 
responsible for the counseling which was conducted in the wo:rk experience 
program. Three schools had a part-time counselor-teacher. One school 
noted that the administrator did all the counseljng. Four schools had 
both a coordinator who did counseling and a counselor or guidance person-
nel officer. 
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Classroom usage . A sunnnary of the responses by coordinators of the 
extene use was made oft.he classroom for various purposes is given in 
Table XV. Fifteen coordinators indicated to little or no extent that the 
classroom had adequate storage space. Only two coordinators indicated 
extensively that the classroom was arranged with adequate equipment, 
supplies, and accessories and arranged for flexibility of teaching related 
courses . A majority of coordinators indicated that the classroom was 
arranged to little or no extent for (1) demonstrations and displays, (2) 









REPORTS BY COORDINATORS CONCERNING THE EXTENSIVENESS 
THE CLASSROOM WAS ARRANGED FOR WORK EXPERIENCE 
CTassroom Arrangement Response 
Exten- To Some Little or 
s ively Extent No Extent 
Arranged for demonstrations, displays, 
etc . 1 5 10 
Arranged with special adjoining 
conference room 1 2 13 
Arr anged to give a business- like atmosphere 1 4 11 
Arranged to give adequate storage space 1 15 
Arranged with adequate equipment, supplies, 
and accessories 2 1 13 
Arranged for flexibility of teaching 
related courses 2 4 10 
Related courses. In a majority of retail programs typewriting 
and bookkeeping were taught as related courses . All programs of the 
office training type included typewriting and shorthand, and in sore 
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cases bookkeeping . Some of the more varied types of related courses taught 
included retailing, business letter writing, business mathematics, sales-
manship, filing, industrial arts, display, and show card writing. These 
related courses were taught by the coordinator in four schools; by the 
business staff oooperatively in one school; and in eleven schools by both 
the coordinator and the business staff. 
Public relations . A majority of coordinators used the following 
three procedures extensively in obtaining good public relations for the 
work experience program: (1) visits to business places, (2) cooperating 
with leading stores, and (3) cooperating with all local stores (Table XVI.) 
Seven coordinators indicated that they n:ade extensive use of writing news 
stories to obtain better public relations; eight indicated use to some 
extent; one to little or no extent. Two coordinators signified that talks 
at assemblies and other meetings were used e.xtensively; ten indicated use 
to some extent; and four to little or no extent. The use of conferences 
with parents shmved similar results. Two coordinators used this nrocedure 
extensively; nine to some extent; and five to little or no extent. EJ.e ven 
coordinators held joint m3etings with businessmen, parents, and the staff 
to little or no extent . Ten coordinators indicated that visits to parents• 
homes were used to little or no extent as a public relations procedure . 
Written comments by coordinators revealed that few visits were made to the 
parents • homes becau.se usually the use of other public relations media, 
TABLE XVI 
REPORTS BY COORDINATORS CONCERNING THE EXTENSIVENESS 
WORK EXPERIENCE PUBLIC REIATIONS 
PROCEDURES WERE USED 
Procedure 1tesponse 
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Exten- To Some Little or 
sivelv Extent No Extent 
a. Talks at assemblies, PI'A, other meetings 2 10 4 
b. Writ:ing news stories 7 8 1 
--------- -
c . Holding conferences with parents 2 9 5 
d. Holding conferences with businessmen 5 ll 
e . Holding joint meetings with businessmen, 
parents, and staff 2 3 11 
f . Visits to parents• homes 2 4 10 
g . Visits to bus:iress places 12 4 
h. Radio appearances 2 2 12 
i . Cooperating with leading stores 10 6 
j . Cooperating with all local stores 11 5 
particularly the local radio and newspaper, were relied upon to sell the 
program to parents . Coordinators also noted t hat, if s tudents were well 
informed about the program, much of the work of selling t he progr am to 
parents was accomplished through the s tudents . Radio appearances were 
used extensively in but two schools ; to some extent in two s chool s; and 
in the remaining twelve to little or no extent. 
Continuation of stores in the program. Only f ive coordi nators 
indicated that the stores who cooperated when the program was first 
organized continued with the proeram. Several coordinators noted that 
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this type of information would be difficult to obtain since they made no 
check on the number of stores which entered or left their programs. Others 
noted that it was difficult to give accurate accounts of these stores 
entering and leaving the program because some stores cooperated one year 
but, due to several reasons, didnot cooperate the following year. The n:ain 
reason given for this was that there were not enough students for the same 
number of job openings for every store to cooperate each yearo Also, 
during one year there could be a student interested in selling electrical 
goods, for instance, while the next year there might not be a student 
interested in this lineo Eleven coordinators either did not respond as to 
the number of stores which had dropped the program or gave some explana-
tion. Three coordinators indicated that nos tores had dropped the program 
siroe it was initiated; one indicated that one sto11e had dropped; and one 
indicated that tvro stores had dropped the program . 
Fourteen coordinators did not respond to the number of stores 
which had been added to the work experience program since its initiation. 
One stated that thirty-five stores had been added to the program, and one 
indicated trat five stores had been added. It was difficult to obtain a 
trend in the number of stores entering and dropping work experience 
programs from these few results. 
Employer cooperation~ evaluation. In all sixteen cases coor-
dinators listed that employers had an extensive opportunity to nake visits 
with the coordinator for an opportunity to evaluate the tra:inees' work . 
-
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The employer was given an extensive opportunity to evaluate the 
trainees I work through the use of periodic written reports in twelve 
schools; to some extent in two; and to little or no extent in two . (Table 
XVII . ) Four coordinators noted that the periodic written reports used by 
employers were used in the form of a questionnaire which was sent to the 
employer at the end of each semester. Various questions concerning the 
trainees I work and progress were included on tl'tj.s questionnai.. re . Some 
coordinators noted that this type of rating sheet was kept as brief as 
possible to save valuable time of the employer and so that he would not 







THE EXTE1\1SIVENESS EMPLOYERS EVALUATED TRA.INEES' WQFK 
REPORTED BY COORDIN~TORS 
Employer opportunity Response 
·Exten- To Some 
sively Extent 
Visits with coordinator 16 
Periodic written reports to coordinator 12 2 
-
Joint meetings with student, coordinator 
4 and employers 2 
Other (Questionnaire sent to employer at 
end of each semester~ Progress rating 





However, coordinators signified that in only two cases were employers 
given an extensive opportunity to evaluate the trainees• work through 
joint meetings with the student, coordimtor, and tl::e employer; four 
indicated to some extent; ten to little or no extent . 
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Occupational surveys. Ten coordinators responded to the extent use 
was made of the results from occupational surveys. (Table XVIII.) Six 
schools either left the item blank or stated that an occupational survey 
was not completed. In those schools where an occupational survey or 






F.EPORTS BY COORDINATORS CONCERNING THE EX'IENSIVENESS 
WORK EXPERIENCE CCCUPATION.\L SURVEYS REVEALED 
EXISTING C01!}ilUNITY CONDITTJNS 
H.esll.lt Resoonse 
Exten- To Some 
sively Extent 
Determine how many beginners were 
employed by local stores in previous 
one or two year period 7 3 
Determine the number and kind of 
6 4 retail employees in the corrnnunity 
Determine the periods or seasons of 
grea. test volume of bus ines s in the 
9 1 various stores 
Determine the number and kind of 





Coordinators noted that the results from occupational surveys showed 
quite extensively the number of beginners employed by local stores, deter-
mined the number and kind of retail employees in the community, determined 
the periods or seasons of greatest volume of business in the various 
stores, and determined the number and kind of positions open to the student 
learners. 
SUMMARY OF COORDINATORS I CHECK-,SHEETS RESULTS 
Results revealed that students were visited on the job11as needed" 
by a majority of coordinators, while some indicated that students were 
visited bi-\veekly. All coordinators indicated that stw.ents worked half-
day and studied half-day. 
The two most extensively used procedures in interesting students 
about the program were (1) the use of individual counseline and (2) the 
use of homeroom information. Talks by coordinators, the use of occupa-
tional information, and trips and visits to rosiness places were used to 
some extent. 
A large majority of coordinators indicated that students had 
occasion to discuss in class problems encountered at ,vork, received pay 
for their work, received credit for work exoerience, and were given an 
opportunlty to be rotated on the job extensively. 
Further results revealed that coordinators considered some st11dent 
characteristics to some extent when selecting students for the program. 
Scholastic ability and home background were not considered to any great 
extent by any coordinator. 
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Most coordinators indicated that when the school had a work exper-
ience cl ub to supplement the work experience program, it added extensive 
enthusiasm to the program. Furthermore, the keeping and using of student 
records and forms were used extensively by most coordinators . 
As a whole, teaching and coordir,...ating rredia were used to some extent 
toward maintaining the program by coordinators . Fort he most part, coor-
cinators revealed that the use of testing services were not used extensively. 
Three procedures toward ~aintaining good public relations were used: 
(1) visits to business places, (2) cooperating with leading stores, and (3) 
cooperating with all local stores. All were used extensively. The 
following procedures were used to some extent: (1) writing neV'rs stories, 
( 2) holding conferences with parents, and (3) holding conferences with 
businessrren. Little check was made of stores entering and dropping from 
the work experience program by c oordira tors . 
Visits between the coordinator and the employer and the wri tte!ll 
reports made by the employer to the coordinator were used extensively by 
most coordinators . 
Not all coordinators conducted occupational surveys, but when 
surveys were completed the results from them were used extensively. 
From the results of the coordinators' check-sheets the following 
procedures used extensively by a majority of coordinators are given. 
1. Student- trainees were visited as needed. 
2. Individual counseling of students was provided. 
3. Use was made of homeroom information to interest stuients . 
4. Students were given an opportunity to discuss work problems 
in class . 
5. Students received pay for work. 
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experience . 
7. Provision was made for students to be rotated on the job. 
B. Work experience clubs vrere formed to add to the orogram's 
enthusiasm. 
9. Frequent visits were made to business places. 
10. Coordinators cooperated with all leading stores,as well as 
all local stores. 
11. Coordinators allowed for periodic visits between h:l.mself and 
the employer . 
12 . Periodic written reports were provided for employers. 
13 . The results from occupational surveys were used extensively. 
The follo~ring list of procedures were used to some extent by a 






Students were visited bi-weekly. 
Talks were nade at assemblies and other meetings to interest 
the student about the program or to aid the public relations. 
Occupational infonnation was used to interest students. 
Trips or visits to business places with the student-learners 
-were made . 
Student characteristics and conditions were conside1~d when 
selecting students for the nrogram. 
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6. Adequate usage of teaching and coordinating media was provided . 
News stories were written to help sell the program to the public . 




COMBINED RESULTS CONCERNING SUCCESS AND IMPROVEMENT 
Success~ the~ exoerience programs . Not all coordinators nor 
administrators indicated definite factors which contributed to the success 
of their work experience programs (Table XIX.) 
Eight administrators indicated that a good coordinator contributed 
more to the success of their programs than did any other one factor. 
Administrators in two instances noted that a good selection of students 
was important to the success of the program . In three instances admin-
istrators indicated that the interest of businessmen toward the program 
was an important factor. 
Coordinators were not in agreement as to any one cause m ich 
contributed to the success of the program. While eight administrators 
agreed that a good coordinator was an important factor, not more than 
three coordinators agreed upon a definite factor as contributing to the 
success of the work experience program. In three instances coordirators 
agreed that select students; complete understanding of the program by 
students, employers, and the family; and the cooperation of the adminis-
tration and business were factors which contributed to the success of 
their particular programs. One coordinator noted that he considered 
"continuity" as the most important aspect of the program. 
The two procedures which administrators and coordinators considered 
as important in contributing to the success of their programs appeared to 















REPORTS BY ADMINISTRATORS AND COORDINATORS CONCERNING THE FACTOR:> 
WHICH CONTRIBUTED TO THE SUCCESS OF WORK EXPERIENCE PRillRAMS 
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Factor Administrator's Coordinator's 
Response Response 
Good coordinator 8 
Select students 2 3 
Interest of businessmen 3 
Complete understanding by students, 
employer, an:i family 3 
Good public relations 2 
Student-employer relations 2 
Cooperation of administration and 
business 3 
Individual instruction 1 
Student-coordinator relationships l 
Business and labor demands l 
Continuity of program 1 
Interest in community through 
advisory committee l 





















REPORTS BY ADMINISTRATORS AND COORDINATORS CONCERNING 
FORMULA TED PLI\NS FOR IMPROVEMENT OF 
"ll'fORK EXPERIE CE PROGPAMS 
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Plan Administrator's Coordinator 1s 
Resoonse Response 
Increased enrollment 1 3 
More select group of students 2 3 
Better selection of jobs, S0!00 
mastered too easily 1 
Better community understanding 1 
Changing advisory committee 1 
Reorganizing the curriculum 1 
Expanding the program 2 4 
Forming a club 1 
Obtaining up-to-date equipment 3 
Additional training for coordinator l 
Periodic evaluation by administration, 
parents, students, and advisory 
com.1li.ttee 2 
Better understanding of purpose 
with the businessman 1 
--- --- ---- -
Better and greater selection of 
related subjects 2 
CHAPTER IV 
PERSONAL INTERVIEW RESULTS 
In this chapter the personal interviews with coordinators were 
analyzed to reveal the actual procedures used by coordinators i.n regard to 
(1) initiating the program, (2) students, (3) record-keeping, (4) placement 
and follow-up, (5) related subjects, (6) advisory committee, (7) public 
relations, (8) evalu.ation, (9) specific problems, and (10) student 
visitation. 
Initiating the program. The most col'l!ITlon practice found used in 
initiating the program was the conducting of an occupational survey. At 
Atchison and Goodland surveys were ms.de every third, fifth, and tenth 
year . A survey was also made before the program was started at the 
At chison school. The surveys at Goodland were not conducted too exten-
sively. At Topeka surveys were made for the office training program every 
five years. A survey had not been completed at Great Bend. The three 
coordinators from Great Bend, Topeka, and Atchison were of the opinion 
tha!t the occupational survey aided the program by revealing the following 
points: (1) training stations available, (2) the number of part-time 
community occupations available, and (3) the saturation po:lnt of employ-
ment possibilities. From the results of these surveys, one coordinator 
noted that it was possible to learn the exact number and location of all 
types of machines in the city as well as other valuable inf or:rw. tion vh ich 
proved very important in the placement of students for various tra:ining 
station jobs • 
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Students~ the program. The method of selecting students varied 
in each school. In Atchison the majority of retailing students were 
selected from a 11 feeder11 class in salesmanship of the previous year. In 
their other programs students were given personal interviews by the coor-
dinator-instructor and if they had worked at other places, recommendations 
were required from their former empl oyers. The coordinator also conferred 
with the student's minister, parnets, and other instructors as to the 
student's capabilities to profit from such a program. At Topeka the office 
training students were given an interview at pre-enrollment time to those 
who were interested in entering the program and were given another inter-
view at the time they filled out an application for entering the program. 
This application was also similar to the one used by the Goodland schools 
for students interested in enrolling in the diversified occupations pro-
1 
gram. At Topeka, also, the coordinator ma.de an attempt to educate the 
parents about the program so that they would understand thoroughly the 
responsibilities which they and the student had in regard to the student-
trainee•s work. Goodland's coordinator prepared a form called the 
"Student-Parent Trainee Agreement, 112 vh ich purported to acquaint both the 
student and parent to his responsibilities in the work exoorience program. 
1 Appendix c, P• 129. 
2 Appendix c, P• 131 . 
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Neither Goodland nor Great Bend maintained any definite limitations 
for their program. For the most part, b:>th allowed any student who was 
interested in entering the program an opportunity to enroll. However, 
coordinators at both these schools mentioned that they did conduct personal 
interviews with those students who showed an interest in enrolling in any 
of their programs. All coordinators indicated that unless there was some 
screening of students, there would be some who would get into the programs 
who would benefit little from it. 
Job analyses or training outlines in regard to the student's job 
were made available in all programs at Atchison and in the office training 
program at Topeka. Neither Goodland nor Great Bend provided job analyses 
for the student's training job. Students at Atchison prepared their own 
job analyses to a great extent. There, as students encountered new 
details which had to re done in connection with their work, they wrote these 
down in a notebook kept by the students. In some cases, by the end of the 
year, students had accumulated several hundred details concerning the job. 
At Topeka and ~tchison, training outlines or job analyses sheets were made 
available in every case where a new training station had been establim ed. 
Otherwise, training outlines were not made in cooperation with all traini ng 
stations. Only where it was found tha t the employee was not progressing on 
the job, as had been given in a -verbal statement to the coordinator at the 
3 
tiine of placement, then a job analysis or training outline was provided. 
3 Appendix C, p. 132. 
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Recor d- keeping . Every coordinator noted th~t the keepin~ of records 
both by the coordinator and the students was most important in contributing 
to the success of the program. Each school was required by the state to 
keep such reports or complete such forms as (1) application for approval 
of cooperative part-tineclasses, (2) application for approval as instructor 
in schools receiving federal and state aid, (3) clai~ for reimbursement for 
salary, (4) cooperative part-time work record by coordinators, and (5) 
cooperative part-time employment kept up-to-date by the student and held in 
the coordinator's file subject to inspection. In addition to these renorts 
and forms coordinators in every instance used some kind of report by which 
they could keep check on the number of coordination calls made to the 
trainees and to the employers training these students. At Atchison, 
students also kept a job breakdown sheet and a store oonual. The job 
breakdown sheet contained every detail of work which the student had to 
perform and described its function. The store manual kept by the student 
contained such information as the following, which the student could learn 
about the store or office in vhich he worked: (1) company rules and 
policies., (2) duties on the job., (3) floor and department lay-out., (L) 
personnel in the store., (5) advertising policies, (6) types of displays, 
(7) customer services, (8) credit policies, (9) receiving room duties, 
(10) dep~rtment stock room, (11) inventory, (l?) maintenance and others. 
If the student could not obtain all this inforrration direct from the store, 
he would make an attempt to locate it elsewhere. This store manual was 
regarded to re one of the best assets from the student's viewpoint toward 
learning a thorough understanding about the store in which he worked~ 
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Placement~ follow-~. The coordinators at Atch:Bon, Topeka, and 
Great Bend noted that the coordinator extensively placed students in jobs. 
At these places an attempt was made to rratch the student to the job as 
much as possible. At Goodland, however, the securing of the job was left 
to the responsibility of the student desiring work . The coordinator did 
give aid and advice to the student when desired, but the actual placement 
was the job of the student. Every coordinator noted that only in a few 
cases did students have more than one job each year. Furthermore, all 
coordinators noted that a large majority of students stayed on the job 
4 permanently after leaving high school. A study made by Marshall revealed 
that of thirty-seven students, twenty-one held the saJIE job on a full 
time basis; twelve had held two full time jobs; two held three full ti:rre 
jobs; one held four full time jobs; and one held seven jobs. As long as 
there was individuality in students it was difficult for alls tudents to 
remain on the same job, he noted. Extensive follow-up studies were made 
at only Atchison and Topeka. Goodland and Great Bend had completed no 
follow-up studies which were of any particular value to the work experience 
program. 
Related subjects. Next to the actual experience which the student 
gained on the job, every coordinator indicated that the related courses 
taught in connect.ion with the job was next in importance. A.t Great Bend, 
difficulties were encountered in conducting the related courses durmg the 
first year of operation. The coordinator believed that these difficulties 
4 Edwin A. Marshall, "Annual Descriptive Report," Ingalls Junior-
Senior High School, Atchison, Kcnsas, 1951-52, P• 5. 
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wou d be overcome as the program progressed ihto the second year. The 
other coordinators were well pleased ~~th the related courses and the 
opportunities they offered to the students. In every instance the related 
course included information vhich would be of value to every student inthe 
pg.rticular program. At Atchison outlines were prepared for each type of 
c; 
program, and the related school instruction which should be included.~ 
The information found in these outlines was the usual type of information 
connected with the related courses as mentioned by the other coordinators. 
Advisory committee. All four coordinators indicated that the 
advisory committee functioned best on an individual basis. In every case, 
also, coordinators noted that the advisory committee was composed of part 
employers, part employees (other than trainees) and parents. Each coor-
dinator remarked that it ms almost impossible to get the whole committee 
together as a group more than once or twice a year. The method used :in 
appointing the advisory committee was significant. In Atchison, the 
advisozy committee was appointed by the local chamber of commerce; at 
Topeka and Great 1,3nd by representative civic groups; and at Goodland the 
coordinator apDointed his own committee. All reported good success from 
their committees, however. For the most part, all coordinators agreed that 
the advisory committee aided the orogram in the following ways: (1) helped 
determine course content, (2) helped determine the placement of st,udents, 
(3) helped determine the wage-scales, and (~.) helped determine the train-
ing stations available to students. Each coordinator indicated that the 
5 
Appendix C1 P• 133. 
advisory committee helped to keeo the coordinator alert. 'Iney further 
believed tha.t the advisory committee as individuals did not hesitate to 
be critical or to give advice whenever they thought it was needed. 
Usually, the coordinator served as the secretary for this committee. 
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Public relations. All coordinators agreed upon the following 
procedures toward maintaining better public relations; (1) have a good 
advisory committee vvho understands theprograrn, (2) have an administration 
which is sympathetic to the program, (3) write news stories in both the 
high school and local newspapers, (4) educate all :interested parties 
concerning the program, and (5) maintain the program in continued oper-
ation. At Topeka one of the ways used to publicize the program was 
through the annual Employer-Employee Banquet. Topeka's program received 
added publicity from the State Board because of its nearness and accessi-
bility. At Goodland the persorn.l contact rrade with employers, parents, 
and other interested parties added much to the public relations program. 
Evaluation. All coordinators indicated that both employers and 
students had occasion to evaluate the program at least once a year. Great 
Bend and Goodland rrade little provision for other parties to evaluate the 
program. Topeka and ~tchison, on the other hand, gave employers, students, 
parents, the advisory committee, and the administration opportunities to 
6 
evaluate the program yearly through the use of evalut.ion sheets. Atchison 
also provided periodic rating sheets to employers for evaluation.7 
6 
Appendix C, PP• 125-26. 
7 
Appendix C, PP• 127-29 0 
Specific probleJJ1.s. Most of the specific problems pertained to 
those encountered with the placement of students. At Atchison problen~ 
-which arose during the operation of the programs in that school were 
divided into the followi.ng areas: (1) coordination, (2) placement, (3) 
public relations and publicity, (4) follow-up, (5) evaluation, (6) 
instruction. The biggest problem, as indicated by all coordinators, was 
that in a few cases students were placed in the program who profitted 
little either from the training on the job or from theinstruction given 
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in school. One case witnessed at Atchison found a boy, who was a talented 
musician and was under contract for $1,000 a month, enrolled in the retail 
program. It was believed that the boy would probably gain little or no 
benefit from the class. Other problems similar in nature, but dealing 
with student problems, were related by the other coordim tors. 
Student visitation. Places of business were visited where the 
student-trainees worked in each of the four cities. These conditions were 
found to be common: (1) students were interested in learning about their 
jobs as well as just working; (2) employers were eager to teach students 
as much about the job as their time would permit; (3) employers rotated 
the student on the job; (4) employers and students alike, cooperated 
fully with the coordinator. In every instance students received pay for 
their work and credit for their work experience. Students in retail, 
office, and trade jobs were visited. 
SUMMARY OF THE PERSONAL INTERVIEW FESULTS 
Although occupational surveys were not nade extensively in all four 
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s chools, when they were made, the results from them were very important to 
the work experience programs and their operation . 
Most coordinators agreed that if the program were to be successful 
there should be a good selection of students. Furthermore, it 1iwas 
revealed that both parents arrl students should be made aware of their 
responsibilities to the trainees • work . 
Those schools -which had been in operation longest noted that the 
making of job analyses or training outlines proved very valua.1:ile both in 
regard to the student ' s training on the job and the information he 
received through instruction at school . Every coordinator agreed that the 
keeping and using of records both by the coordinator and the student were 
very important to the program. 
Every coordinator either aided or actually placed students in 
training jobs . Not all schools conducted extensive follow-up studies, 
but coordinators noted that the results from follow-up studies which were 
made proved very valuable to the success of the program. 
Every coordinator, further, indicated that next to the actual 
experience which the student received on the job, the teaching of the 
related courses in connection with the job was next in i mportance . 
All coordinators agreed that the advisory committee functioned best 
on an individual basis rather than as a group . All agreed th at the 
connnittee aided in the operation of the program and kept the coordimtor 
alert. 
Each coor dinator agreed that (1) having a good advisory committee 
who understands the program, (2) having an administration which is 
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is sympathetic to the program, (3) writing news stories, (4) educating 
all interested parties concerning the program, and (5) maintaining the 
program in continued operation, were all in.portant procedures by which 
the public relations could be bettered . 
All coordinators indicated that both employers and students should 
have occasion to evaluate the program. Two schools indicated that all 
interested parties should be given an opportunity to evaluate the program. 
For the most part, most of the specific problems which thecoordira.tors 
indicated pertained to problems encountered with the placement of student6. 
The following conditions were noted as common in the visitation of 
student-trainees at work: (1) students were interested in learning about 
their jobs, (2) employers were eager to teach students about the job, 
(3) employers rotated students on the job, and (4) both students an:i 
employers cooperated fully with the coordim tor . 
From the results of the personal interview, the following procedures 
were concluded which coordinators used in actual practice. 
1 . Occupational surveys were conducted at least every, third, 
fifth, an:i tenth year . 
2. A good selection of students was maintained. 
J . Both the parent and student were educated to their responsibil-
ities to the program. 
4. Job analyses or training outlines were provided. 
5. Records were kept and used by both coordinator and student. 
6. Periodic follow- up studies were conducted. 
7. Students were placed in training jobs. 
8. Adequate related courses were taught . 
9. The advisory committee was used on an individual basis. 
10. A good public relations and publicity program was maintained. 
11. An opportunity for all interested parties to evaluate the 
program was provided. 
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CHAPTE:R V 
COMPARISON OF ACTUAL PROCEDURES WITH AUTHORITATIVE STANDARD, 
The procedures employed in school systems of Kansas operating 
work experience programs are oom9ared in this cha9ter with the opinions 
of authorities on acceptable practices. The publications from which 
these comparisons were made were: (1) the book by Wilson Ivins and William 
Ru.nee which gave an extensive view into each type of work experience 
1 program and the accepted practices used, (2) the book by c. E. Rakestraw 
2 which gave a thorough picture into the diversified occupations programs, 
and (3) the book by Kenneth B. Haas which dealt with distributive educa-
3 tion, exclusively. 
Fo purposes of comparison these actual procedures were grouped 
int o (1) procedures used by the administration, (2) administrative 
procedures used by the coordinator, (3) coordinating procedures, and 
(4) instructional procedures . Where there was duplication or overlapping, 
these procedu113s were combined into one concise statement. 
No attempt was made to compare these procedures with those of 
other programs since only programs in Kansas schools were studied. 
1 
Wilson H. Ivins and William B. Rtmge, V,or'<: Experience in High 
School (New York: The P..onald Press Compa:1y, 19ny; 507 PP• -
2 C$ E. Rakestraw, Training High-School Youth for Employment 
(Chicago: American Technical Society, 1951) , 2l7 PP • 
3 
Kenneth Bo ijaas , Distributive ~ducation (New York: The Gregg 
Publishing Company, 1951) , Jib PP o 
-
Furthermore, no attempt was made to determine the degree of desirability 
of these procedures , nor was an attempt made to compare each individual 
procedure. Rather, comparisons were made on the procedures as a whole 
in each of these four groups. 
COMPARISON OF ADMINISTR1\TORS' PROCEDUPES 
All three experts and a majority of administrators agreed upon 
the following procedures necessary in administering the work experience 
programs: (1) establish the need, (2) establish definite aims a nd 
objectives, (3) establish the limitations, (4) select a coordira tor , 
(.G) obtain the local board's approval, (6) provide classroom space and 
naterials necessary, (7) propose a budget, (8) develop the curriculum, 
(9) establish guidanc e and counseling service, and (10) make provision 
for students to receive pa.y for their work and credit for their work 
experience. 
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No authority mentioned that studying similar programs was desirable 
in establishing the program from the administration's standpoint. The 
whole program of one school coul_d not be completely transfeITed to another 
one; nonetheless, there would be similarities which might be adaptable. 
Since administrators in this investigation benefited fror.i s tudying other 
programs, it was assumed that such a procedure was desirable. 
COMPARISON OF COORDINATORS' ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEDURES 
Most administrators, coordinators and the experts agreed upon the 
follow:ing coordira tors' administrative procedures as important: (1) 
-
establish an advisory committee, (2) place students in training jobs, 
(3) consider student characteristics am occupa.tional interests in 
placing students, (4) make occupational surveys, (5) establish definite 
admission requirements, (6) make surveys of graduates, (7) maintain a 
good selection of students, (8) maintain a good public relations and 
publicity program, (9) pr ovide all interested parties an opportunity to 
evaluate the program, and (10) keep adeq.i. ate records by both the coor-
dinator and the student. 
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However, all were not so much in accord in regard to the placement 
of students in permanent jobs or providing summer employment for students . 
Although the majority of administrato~s and coordinators indicated that 
students were placed in summer and permanent employment to some extent, 
• 
no authority regarded such a procedure as desirable . These experts 
considered that the placement of students was not a direct responsibility 
of the school or of the coordinator . All, further, agreed that the school 
should not be regarded as a placement blreau. Furthermore, these author-
ities indicated that some ~tudents remained on the same job after leaving 
school, ani the training which the student received from his work exper-
ience gave him an added advantage toward obtaining pe!'r"anent employment 
with the business where he was employed. Therefore, the provision of 
permanent and sumrner employment to students as a coordinators ' adminis-
trative procedure was found unnecessary and not considered desirable . 
4 Rakestraw mentioned that in some communities the student-learners 
4 
Rakestraw, OPo ~ - , P• 22 . 
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hwe organized clubs and some states have sponsored clubs with annual 
conventions . He did not contend that these clubs were a necessary part of 
the work experience program or that they were necessarily needed at all. 
s 
Ivins discussed the club activities to some length . He recognized the 
fact that a very popular activity carried on by many cooperative training 
students was the organization and establishment of a school club in their 
field of activity. He stated the purpose of these clubs by saying, 
All these organizations are educational . On the local, state, 
and national levels, they approach as nearly as possible the 
status of a professional organization . The principal purposes 
of the clubs are to exchange ideas, to develop leadership in the 
field of work for which the youth are being trained, to set high 
standards, to stimulate a professional attitude toward work, and 
to promote all-round good citiz,.enship ••• 
In conclusion, he stated that local conditions determined the 
necessity and extent of use that a club added to the work experience 
. 7 program' s enthusiasm. Therefore , the inclusion of a club to supplement 
the work experience program should be left to the particular school's 
desire for it and not necessarily considered to be a desirable procedureo 
COiilPARISON OF COORDINATING PROCEDURES 
]fost coordinators and the authorities agreed that the following 
procedures were necessary and desirable for coordinating purposes: (1) 
make provision for students to re rotated on the job, (2) provide for 
5 Ivins, .£E• cit., P• 436 . 
6 Loe. cit. -- --
7 ~-, p . 437 . 
-
periodic written reports by employers , (3) educate both the pa.rent and 
the student as to their responsibilities, (4) provide job analyses or 
training outlines to new training stations, and (5) conduct periodic 
follow-up studies. 
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These authorities believed that the following procedures were 
merely distinct parts of the public relations and publicity program: (1) 
make frequent visits to business places, (2) cooperate with leading stores, 
(3) cooperate with all local stores, (4) make talks at assemblies and 
other meetings, (5) provide for conferences with parents, (6) write news 
stories, and (7) provide for conferences with businessmen. Since most 
coordinators revealed that they maintained an adequate public relations 
and publicity program, these separate procedures were omitted and read 
as one--maintain an adequa.te public relations and publicity program. 
This was reported previously as being a desirable coordinators' adminis-
trative procedure, and so was considered as such her~ . 
These experts further believed that the m:l.king of visits to 
student-trainees should be conducted as needed, rather than on a definite 
bi-weekly basis . They 11vere of the opinion that menever the student-
trainee was visited, the employer should be visited as well . Ivins best 
supported this belief when he stated: 
Many factors will affect the number of visits made by a coor-
dinator to training agencies ••• The number of visits varies from 
once a week in some instances to possibly once a month in others . 
Coordinators making very few visits will probably do a much poorer 
job of running a progTam than those who visit frequently . The best 
practices now seem to show that a coordinator should keep very close 
contact with students at the start of the classes, particularly :in 
the fall . As the school year pr ogresses, visits may be less 
frequent . When the employer has a good understanding of what is to 
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be done and is carrying out his responsibilities , the coordimtor 
may think it unnecessarJr to see the employer more often than once 
every t wo or three weeks . Each employer will be treated differentl~ 
if the needs of the individual situation are to be met effectively. 
4-11 oordinators had sorre arrangement to visit the students and 
employers . The fore , these two procedures were summarized, considered 
desirabl e and read as follows: make visits with employer and student-
trainee as needed . 
The soocialists wer e not in accord with coordinators in the using 
of the advisory commit tee on an individual basis. In fact , they made no 
Ir.ention that an advisory committee should ever be used in this way1 
',Vhenever , the authorities spoke of an advisory comm""'_twe, they spoke of 
it as a group. They contende d that the advisory committee neeti:ngs 
should be hel d at leas t monthly, but they li.nited this stat ement by 
saying that local condi t ions and the local program would de t ermine when 
the group was to meet . Coordin' vors stated that advisory committees 
were made up for the most part of business people . Coordinators who had 
to vror k with these committee s found that an attempt to get this committee 
together more than once or twice a year as a gro1ip vms difficult in 
itsel f . It seemed logical to agree with the coordinators , in this res-
pect, in that the adv isory commit t~e could best be used on an individual 
basis for most nurposes . This , then, was considered a desirable procedure o 
COMPA1tISO OF IFSTRUCTIONAL PRJCEDURES 
The procedures (1) ;:-iroviding for individual counseling, (2) making 
8 
Ivins , ~ • cit ., P • 325 . 
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as being essential. If a club must be formed, its formation should be 
left to the individual coordinator's discretioP whether it is needed. 
Administrators, coordimtors, and authorities agreed upon the 
following as being important administrative procedures to be used by 
the coordinator: (1) establish an advisory committee, (2) place students 
in training jobs, (3) consider student characteristics and occupational 
interests in placing students, (4) make occupational surveys, (5) estab-
lish definite admission requirements, (6) make surveys of gradu~tes, 
(7) maintain a good selection of students, (8) maintain a eood public 
relations and publicity programs, (9) provide all interested parties an 
opportunity to evaluate theprogram, and (10) keep adequate records by 
both the coordinator and the student. 
Coordinators in this study and the experts differed in regard to 
the using of the advisory committee. The authorities believed that the 
advisory committee should be used as a group, while coordinators irdicated 
that in actual practice the advisory committee could best be used only on 
an individual basis. 
All coordinators had some plan for visiting students and employers. 
Authorities stated that frequent visits altered by individual needs were 
desirable . Therefore, it was concluded that both students and employers 
should be visited as needed by the coordim tors . 
The coordinators and specialists believed that (1) ma.king frequent 
visits to business places, (2) cooperating with leading stores, (3) coop-
erating with all local stores, (4) making talks at assemblies and other 
meetings, (5) providing for conferences with parents and bus:iness:rren, and 
-
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(6) writing news stories should be re arded as teing a oart of the total 
public relations and publicity program and not as separate coordira ting 
procedures. Furthermore, both agreed that (1) ma.king provision for 
students to be rotated on the job, (2) providing for periodic written 
reports by tbe employer, (3) educating both the parent and the student 
as to their responsibilities, (4) providing job analyses or training 
outlines to new training stations, and (5) conducting periodic follow-
up studies were desirable coordim ting procedures . 
Finally, both considered the following as reing desirable instruc-
tional procedures: (1) providing for individual counseling, (2) making 
use of homeroom information, (3) providing occupational information, (4) 
providing for adequate usage of teaching and coordinating media, arrl 
(5) teaching adequate related subjects. 
CHAPTER VI 
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIWS, AND RECOMl\~ND~TIONS 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
The purpose of this study was to discover desirable procedures 
used by administrators and coordinators in administering the work exper-
ience phase of the practical arts program in selected Kansas high schools . 
As a basis for appraising existing work experience programs, definite 
needs and objectives of work experience were established through an 
analysis of expert opinion. 
The appraisal of the check-sheet results, the appraisal of the 
personal interview results, and the comparison of these results with 
recommended practices and standards revealed soma undesirable procedures 
being used which appeared to be significant. It was found that (1) a 
small number of students were enrolled in work experience programs in 
relation to the total school population, (2) few schools made preliminary 
occupational surveys or analyses, (3) administrators and coordim tors 
did not agree to any noticeable extent upon the adequacy of space and 
equipment for the program, (4) few schools conducted extensive follow-
up services, (5) coordinators were not primarily concerned about the 
number of stores which entered or dropped the program, and (6) little 
actual use was made of testing services to aid in the placement of 
students . 
The three following conditions appeared to be common in most 
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high schools having work experience programs: (1) that the underlying 
philosophy of most was to "learn by doing, 11 (2) that schools did not to 
any great extent place students in permanent or summer employment, am 
(3) that the formation of work experience clubs to supplement the program 
was left to the discretion of the c oordira tor. 
The results of this investigation revealed the following lists of 
procedures which were used by coordinators and administrators in adminis-
tering their work experience programs. 
ADMINISTRATORS t PROCEDURES 
1. The need for work experience was recognized. 
2. Definite aims and objectives were established. 
3. Limitations were established. 
4. A coordinator was selected. 
5. The local board's approval was obtained. 
6. Classroom space and necessary materials were provided. 
7. A budget was proposed . 
8. The curriculum was developed. 
9. Guidance and counseling services were established. 
10. Provision was made for students to receive pay f or work and 
credit for work experience. 
COORDINATOffi' A.D [[NISTRATIVE PROCEDURES 
1. An advisory committee was established. 
2. Students were placed in training jobs . 
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3. Student characteristics and occupational interests were 
considered in placement of stu:ients. 
4. Occupational surveys were made to some extent. 
5. Definite admission requirements were established. 
6. Surveys of graduates were made to some extent. 
7. A good selection of students was maintained. 
8. A good public relations and publicity program was maintained. 
9. All interested parties were provided an opportunity to evaluate 
the pro gram. 
10. Adequate records were kept by both the coordim tor and tre 
student. 
COORDINATING PROCEDURES 
1. The advisory committee was used on an individual basis. 
2. Students and employers were visited as needed. 
J. Periodic written repor-11s were provided for employers . 
4. Both the parent and student -were educated as to their 
responsibilities. 
5. Job analyses or training outlines were provided to new 
training stations. 
6. Periodic follow-up studies were conducted to some extent. 
I NSTRUCTIONAL PROCEDURES 
1. Individual counseling was provided. 
2. Homeroom information was used. 
J. Occupational information was provided . 
4. Teaching and coordinating media were used adequately. 
5. Adequate related subjects were taught. 
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RECOMMENDATIONS 
From the results of this investigation, the following recommen-
dations are suggested: (1) that even though select students are desired 
for for:nal work eXPerience programs, a larger number of these students 
should be enrolled; (2) that schools desiring to establish a work exper-
ience program should make a preliminary occupational survey of their local 
community one of their first procedures; (3) that there should be a more 
complete understanding between administrators and coordinators in regard 
to the adequacy of space for the program and equipment needed; (4) that 
more careful checks of stores entering and dropping from the program 
should be made by coordinators as a basis for aiding in the evaluation 
of the program; and (6) that more actual use be made of testing services 
to aid in the placement of students. 
The following areas of study are recommended for further research 
and study. 
1 . The effectiveness and possibilities of the extended work 
experience programs in larger cities. 
2. Establish definite criteria upon which related courses may be 
based to inr.lude adequate instruction for all distributive 
and diversified occupations. 
J. Discover the possibilities of establishing work experience 
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APPENDIX A 
)ear Mr. Administrator: 
Thank you for your desire to cooperate with me in making this studyL 
Following is the informational check-,list which will be a part of this 
study concerning the work experience programs in Kansas high schools. 
The check-list has been arranged in two forms: Form A, addressed to 
the principal (administrator); and.; Form B, addressed to the coordinator. 
It is hoped that b;w dividing the survey in this way would not take too much 
time for any one person. 
Form A, to be answered by the administrator1 has three sections: 
Section 1 deals with those procedures used in establishing the aims and 
objectives of the program; Section 2 deals with those procedures used in 
administering the program, and; Section 3 deals with "improvement" of the 
program from the standpoint of the administra tor. 
THIS SHOULD NOT TAKE MORE THAN A FE.'W MINUTES OF YOUR TIME. 
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Form B, "Coordinating the Program, 11 should be answered by the Coordinator. 
It is divided into tnree sections: Section 1 concerns "student activities" 
and the program; Section 2 concerns those activities of the program which 
are related to the employers, parents, and other interested parties, and; 
Section 3 deals with 11 improvement11 of the program from the coordinator's 
viewpoint. 
THIS SHOULD NOT TAKE MORE THA.N A. FEW 'IIUNUTES OF THE COORDIN,\TOR 18 TIME. 
The results of the study will be made available to y~u if you desire. 
Thank you again for your cooperation, 
Very sincerely, 
Lowell E. Hawks, Graduate Assistant 
Department of Education 
Fort Hays Kansas State College 
Hays, Kansas 
P. s. A self-addressed, stamped envelope ·is enclosed for your convenience 
in returning the information check-sheets to me. 
-
INFORMATION CHECK-SHEET CONCERNING 
WORK EXPERIENCE PROGRAM3 
FORM A 
Section 1--0rganizing the Program 
In column 2 in the table below please indicate the number 
enrolled in your work experience program(s) for each year the 
been in operation from the first year until the present year. 
,3 please give the total school enrollment for the same number 
COLUMN l COLUMN 2 
Year !~umber of pupils enrolled in the program 
II 
i' 
;! ! I I 
of pupils 








1:Retail I Office-Training j Combina tion and 
1 
I : or Trade I i d I I I I W'irst !1 ! i 
! 1 I . j 
Second I I l L 
' I 
I I !! i I /Third ., I 1; : 
I I l I I I ! 
Fourth ,' I : ; i i l 
i ! i i 
Fifth ! I I I I : " 
! I 
Ii Sixth ! j ! 
T I I I I Seventh : I i 
I 
•l l ,, 
l. !Eighth jl 
I 
ii f !Ninth I I i 
! ~, l I ·I I i ;T.enth 11 i 
Note: The following questions dealing with the organization ~nd adminis-
tration of the program should be answ~red according to your judgme nt. If your 
school offers more than one type of work experience program, you may wish to 
answer the questions for both programs colle ctively. However, if tha t is 
impossible to do, then just answer the questions for e ither one of t he programs. 
-







Through expressed desire by students? 
Through cooperative action of advisory 
committee and administration? 
Through administrator's desire? 
Through suggestions from the State 
Board for Voc ational Education? 







2. Check below, in order of importance, what you consider are the aims 
and objectives of your work experie nce program. 
a. Provides opportunity for orientation 
into the occupational world. 
b. Makos present curriculum more meaning-
ful, e.g., use of English, math • . 
c. If pay is rcccived, provid8s training 
in us0 of spending and saving money. a. Provides opportunity for youth to apply 
classroom knowledge to practical situa-
tions--to become "work conscious. 11 
e . Provides better umployoas for omployor. 
f. vivas responsi i i i es o s u. o, -s , 
thus, l'llRking thorn bettor citizens. 
g. Draws school and community clos0r. 
h. Helps bridge the gap bet ween school and 
work for tho pupil. 
i. Makos teachers moro aware 01' needs, 
responsibilities, and requiramonts 
of business• 
J. Helps produce a bette r civic spirit 
for community bettorment. 
k. Provides opportunity to keep pupils in 
the home community. 
I. Gives students epportunity to 11 learn 
by doing. 11 
m. Provides opportuni i es w iCh may oa 
to permanent employment, 
n. Provides students an opportunity o 
develop social understandings. 
o. Provides students an opportunity to 
develop propor work habits. 










- -o- _, 
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• Please indicate the three (3) most imp~rtant aims of your ~rk experience 
program from the list above (o~ the ones you may have added) in order of 
preference (1), (2), (3). For example, if you consider letter 11 d11 as your 
first preference, then place the number (1) to the left of this letter; 
likewise for numbers (2), and (3). 
+• Is the program maintained as a one,~,~, or~ year program? 
(Circle one) -
; . Who is permitted to participate in this program? (List limitations briefly) 
Section II--Administering Prcgram 
L. In setting up the program, to what extent did the administration 
a. Consult the Sta t e Board for Vocational 
Education? 
state qualifications? 
1. l)CJ.l.ne cooramat,or•s duties: 
g. Hire coorairw.t,or ror ru.LJ. yoar·t 
n.. Hire cooro.ina t.or 1or school. y0ar·t 
i. Obtain local board approval to s t,art 
investigations of the prQgram? 
j. Propose a budget a t beginning or the 
program and each year followmg to 
cover cost of equipment and t eachers? 
k. tstao~ish aamission requirements for 
students to enter program? 
1. Ga in full support frem staf f ? 
m. Outline and obtain understanding of tfio 




all inter ested agencies (school, busines1:, 
pupils, parents)? 
n. RJconstruct the curriculum to mee t tho 
needs of the program? 
!'I. Establish adequate guidance and 
counse ling service ? 
P• Other (Specify) 
XTENSIVELY TO SOME I LITTLE OR 






) -• To what extent did the adrninistmtion 




Provide a definite space for the program 
Obta in advice a nd suggestions from he 1· 
coordinator in dete rmining tho tra ining 
equipment nnd accessories to 1:xJ used for I 
tho program? 
o or wi t a coor na or and e 
business staff in establishing r el a t ed 
courses for the program? 
Consi er eac ing e xperience as importan · 
in sel ecting the c~ordinat or? 
Consider e xpe rience othe r than t eaching 





3. If an advisory committee was appointed to wha t extent did it 
I 
4. 
a . Offer suggestions as to the t ype of 
pr ogram to oo developed and used? 
the sch ool to 
progr am? 





a ims an objoctivos l 
e . givon . (Specify) 
In r egard to your pl acement and foll~w-up 
school 
semce,to what extent does the . I 
a . Place students in j~bs for the pr ogr am? 
b. Plnce students in pcr m nent j obs? 
c. Make surveys of graduat es in vocational 
positions? 
d. Study stude nts t occupa tional interests? 
o . Pr ovide summer employment for pupils? 
f. Other procedures used? (Specify) 




.5. Who is responsible for the placement e. nd follow-up service ? (Circle one ) 
a~ Coordina. tor 
b Administrator 
c. Both 
ct. Other (Specify) 
-
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• To what extent is the progress of the program evalunted by consulV~:.c the 
a . Advisory committee ? 
b. Employe rs? 
c. Graduates? 
l1.'ll Parents? 
e. Students in training? 
f. OthGrs ?(Specify) 
?. Is the evaluation conducted 
a. Continuously? 
b. Periodically? 
c • No sot plan? 
I EXTENSIVELY TO SOME LITTLE OR EXTENT NO EXTENT 
: 
(Circle _cdrrect answer) 
3. If the 8Valuation is conducted periodically, how often? ( Circle one) 
a . Once a month 
b. S0mi-nnnually 
c. Annually 
d. No definite time 
e . Othe r (Specify) 
Section III--Success and Improvement 
1. What as pects or procedures do you consider most important in contributing 
toward the success of your progr nm? (List briefly, if any) 
2. What plans do you have for improvement of your present progr1m? 
(List briefly, if any) 
FORM B 
COORDINATING THE PRCGRAM 
Secti~n 1--Student Activities 
~ote: The following questions in each section deal with instructional and 
coordinating activities of work experience programs. Will you answer 
each according to your own judgme nt? 
1. How often are students visited on the job? (Circle one) 
a. Once a week 
b. Bi-weekly 
c. Once a month 
d. As needed 
e. Other (Specify) -------------------
2. Do stude nts (Circle correct answer(s) 
a. Work half-day, study half-day? 
b. Work one week, study one wook? 
c. Alterna t e work with other students so emplbyers will have 
steady employment? 
d. Work only after school? 
e. Work afte r school, wo uk-ends, ".nd special s r.i. l e days? 
f. Other plan (Specify) ---------------------
3. How are students interested and informed ~bout the program? (Circle 
procedures used) 
a. Caree r days 
b. Talks nt assemblies or elsewhern 
c. Homeroom informa tion 
d. Use of oc cupa tiorral information 
e. Group conferences 
f. Individual counseling 
g. Trins or visits to business places 
h. Oth~r (Specify) 
4. Conc0rning the student and the program, to wh.1.t ext ent { Chee.I( er) 
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I I : 
~.· ,XTENSIVELY I TO SOME I LITTLE OR 
! EXTENT ; NO EXTENT 
I 
a . Does the studunt have occasion to discussi 
in class his problems encountered ;:,. t world? 
b. Does the student receive pay for is work;? 
c Does the student receive credit for the I 
work experience? i 
d. Is he student ro a ed on t e job to gi 
him a n opportunity to l earn about more 
than one job experience? 
-
5 • To wba t exfont are the following chnracteris tics or conditions cons :'.1or e: d 
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EXTENSIVELY TO SOME LITTLE OR 
EXTENT NO EXTENT 
a. Good appearance and grooming I 
b. Alertness i c. Poise 
d. Pus po S8 fulne s s i e. Enthusiasm ! 
f. Physic~l health 
g. Mental health 
I I 
h. Cooperativeness 
i. Scholastic ability 
j. Voc~tional interests 
k. Punctuality 
1. Initiative 
m. Pe rseverance 
n. Home background 
o. Other (Specify) --------.....-----
Is there a work experience club to which the students belong? Yes No. 
a. Give name of this club 
b. Has this club added any enthusiasm to the Program? (Circle ) 
extensively to some extent little or no extent 
To what extent are student records 
a. Vfuere students have worked 
kept and used? ! : 
I EXTENSIVELY TO SOME i LITTLE OR 
I EXTENT I NO EXTENT 





Dates of employment f 
Other inf orm,__1. tion (Specify ) _____ _..,j,._1 _____ _....,_ __ --1.... ___ _ 
To what extent are use made of 
a. 
the following media? . 
I EXTENSIVELY ! TO SOME EXTENT 
I 
LI TTLE OR 
NO EXTENT 
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9. To vmat extent are the fellowing testing services used to aid the student ? 
! EXTENSIVELY I TO SOME i LITTLE OR 
EXTENT NO EXTENT 
I 
a~ Interest inventories 
b. Intelligence tests 
c. Aptitude tests 
d. Porsonalit inventories 
e • Achiovmrent tests 
f. Other? (Specify) 
10. Does the school have a (Circle ~ne) 
11. 
a. Counselor or guidance personnel officer selected as such? 
b~ Part-time counselor-teacher? 
c. Coordinator who does the counseling? 
d. Administrator wht> does the counseling? 
e. Other plan? (Specify) 
To what extent is the classroom as used 
teachers for this progr~m 
by the coordina tor or other 
EXTENSIVELY I TO SOME 
EXTENT 
a. Arranged so demonstrations, displays, 
etc., may be given adequately? 
• Arranged with special adjc ing conf-
erence :room? 
c. Arranged to give a business-like 
atmosphere? 
ct. Arranged to give adequate storage space? ! 
e . Arranged with adequate equipment, 
suppli0s, and accessories? 
f. Arrnnged so that r elntod subjects are 




12. What are the related coursos taught in connection with your program? Such 
as, retailing, advertising, e tc., 
13. Who teaches these classes? (Circle one) 
a-. Coordim. tor 
b. Business staff coop8rativoly 
c. Both 
d. Other (Specify) 
1. 
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To what extent are the following procedures 
relations? 
u~ed in establishing good public 
!EXTENSIVELY TO SOME LITTLE OR EXTENT NO EXTENT 
I 
a. Talks at assemblies PTA, other meGtin sl 
b. Writing news s ories 
c. Holding conferences with parents 
d. Holding conferences with businessmen 
e. Hold mg -conferences with Joint meetings 1 
of businessmen, parents, nnd staff 
f. Visits to parentsr omes 
g • Vis its to business-pla ces 
h. Radio appearances 
i. Cooperating wit endings ores 
j. Cooperating with a:U locnl stores 
k. Other procedures (Spocify) ____ __,,_...._ _____ ..._ ___ ......,. ____ _ 
2. In regard to the continuity of the program, have the stores who cooperated 
when the program was first organized (Circle one) 
a. Dropped the program after first year? 
b. Dropp:=3 d the program after second year? 
c. Dropped the program aftor third year? 
d. Dto pped the program after fourth year? 
e. Continued with the program throughout? 
J •• What is the total number of stores th-:i.t have dropped the program? _____ _ 
4. How rrany stores have been added to the program since it was organized? 
S. To what extent do employers ha\0 opportunities to evaluate trainees work? 
a. Visits with coordinator 
b • By periodic written reports to the 
coordinn tor 
c. Joint me0tings with student, coordim tor, 
and employer 




de Other plan (Specify) ______________________ _ 
6. Does the school enter into a formal agreement (Contract) with the storos 
in regard to the policy and regulations to be followed in the trainees' 
work? Yes No (Circle) ll3 
7, If an occupational survey or analysis was rrade, to what extent did it 
I 
!EXTENSIVELY 
a~ Dete rmine how many beginners were employed 
by local stores in the previous 1 or 2 
years fB riod? 
b. De termine the number and kind of retail 
employees in the community? 
c. uet ermine the periods or s easons of 
greatest volume of business in the 
various stores? 
d. Determine the number ct11d kind of 
positions open to students? 
e. Other things revealed (Specify) 
8, Who conducted this survey annlysis? (Circle one ) 
a. Coordinator 
b. Administrator 
c. Both coordimtor and ~dministra tor 
d, Appointed committee of the staff 
e. Business teach:=J rs of the school 
TO SOME LITTLE OR 





f. Other plan us ed (Spocify) -----------------------
Section III--Success ar i Improvement 
1. Wha t aspects or procedures do you consider most important in c4ntributing 
townrd the success of your program? (List briefly, if any) 
2. Vlha t plans do you have for improvement of your present program? 
(List briefly, if any) 
PERSONAL INTERVIEW 
INITIATING THE PROGRAM 
Did you conduct an occupational survey? 
If so, did it aid in establishing the program more securely? 
In what ways did it aid the program? 
STUDENTS 
How are students selected for the program? 
Are job analyses available for each pupil and his job training? 
F.ECORD- KEEPING 
ll4 
How are records important to your program? lf\lhat types of records 
are kept? 
Do students themselves keep records of any k:ind? 
PLACEMENT AND FOLLOW-UP 
What duties does this service entail? 
F.ELATED SUBJECTS 
How have the subjects (related) helped to improve the program, if any? 
ADVISORY COMMITTEE 
Could you give examples of aid the advisory committee has given 
toward the success of the program, if any? 
ll5 
PUBLIC RELATIONS 
In what ways do you consider good public relations important to the 
success of your program? 
How do you maintain good public relations, other tha.n through the 
advisory committee's actions? 
EVALUATION 
What procedures do you use, or plan to use, in evaluating the 
progress of your program? 
SPECIFIC PROBLEMS 
What specific problem.a could you cite which you may have encountered 
in initiating the program or since and during its operation? 
STUDENT VISITATION 




Dear Mr. (Administrator): 
I would appreciate your cooperation in carrying out an investigation 
of work-experience programs in Kansas high schools. This study is being 
conducted under the direction of Dr . Clement w. Wood, Head of the Department 
of Education, as partial fulfillment of the requirements for a Master's 
Degree at Fort Hays Kansas State College . 
An inquiry was sent to the State Board for Vocational Education and 
the reply received lists your school as one which has a work experience 
program. 
My interest in this particular topic stems from the apparent lack 
of work experience programs now in operation in Kansas. The investigation 
will attempt to discover some of the reasons for this lack of interest 
through an analysis of the desirable and undesirable factors of programs 
now in operation . 
Your cooperation is sought in two ways: First, to answer the 
informational check-sheet about your program; Second, to arrange a time 
when the coordinator from your school may oe interviewed regarding your 
work experience program. 
In view of the fact that only a small number of schools in Kansas 
offer work experience programs, I sincerely extend you an invitation 
to participate in this study. 
Enclosed is a self-addressed postal card for your convenience 




Dear Mr. (Coordinator): 
Recently you received from me an informational check-sheet concerning 
your work experience program. This check-sheet is a part of a study I am 
ma.king concerning work experience programs in Kansas as partial fulfillment 
for a Master's Degree under the direction of Dr. Clement W. Wook, Head of 
the Departrrent of Education, Fort Hays Kansas State College . 
However, the purpose of this letter is to arrange with you a proper 
time vmen I may interview you regarding your program. Your principal 
previously stated that you would cooperate in making such an arrangement. 
The interview will also be a part of this study. It is nw.. hope that 
I may gain a more intimate knowledge of these programs and the work that 
coordinators do in putting these programs and coordination to work. Such 
knowledge it seems is not possible to obtain from mere informational check-
sheets . If possible, I would like to visit students on the job; review 
reports and forms which you might use with students, parents, and employers; 
and merely listen to any comments which you may have regarding your program 
in your school . 
If the below listed date and time are convenient with you, I will 
call on you at that time . However, if you think this time inconvenient, 
would you please return the enclosed card giving the date and time of day 
vhich would be better for you. Otherwise, you need not return the card. 
If convenient to you, I will call 
(Time and day) 
Thank you for your cooperation with me in arranging this time for 
an interview 1 
Very sincerely yours, 
Mr. Lowell E. Hawks 
100 W. 7th Street 
Hays, Kansas 
Dear Mr. Hawks: 
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EXHIBIT C 
We are sending you a list of our present coordinators and their schools 
in Kansas . These are not work experience programs in the sense that term 
is used in Life Adjustment Education but vocational training programs. 
We would be interested in knowing the nature of your studies and the 
name of the Professor under whom you are working at Hays. It sounds 
like some of your research has already been done and we could refer 
you to that research easier and quicker than we could run down the 
other information for which you ask. 
Sincerely, 
H. D. Shotwell, Supervisor 
Business Education 
Mr. Lowell E. Hawks 
Graduate Assistant 
Department of Education 
Fort Hays Kansas state College 
Hays, Kansas 
Dear Mr. Hawkss 
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EXHIBIT D 
The information on schools that have started programs and have discontinued 
them for some reason can be found in a thesis written by Calvin Pentecost 
at KSTC, Emporia, about two years ago. It was a very thorough job and there 
is no need for you to do it agains Wouldn 't a quotation from his thesis 
be satisfactory to Dr. Wood? 
Another thesis you might profit from investigating is that of Mr. Owen 
Hodgson, Principal of Salina High School, who is completing a Master's 
at Kansas State. 
We will be glad to help you in any way we can. 
Sincerely, 
H. D. SHOTWELL, Supervisor 
Business Education 
Mr. Lowell E. Hawks 
100 W. 7th Street 
Hays, Kansas 
Dear Mr. Hawks : 
EXHIBIT E 
State Superintendent F. B. Decker has asked me to reply to your 
letter concerning work-experience programs in Nebraska Schools . 
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We are sorry to report that we have very little specific inforrration 
in the Department concerning such progran~ . A complete compilation of the 
high schools offerings for the current year has not as yet been made. 
At the moment we are not at all sure when or if such a compilation can 
be made for this school year . Sorry that we cannot give you the 
ass istance you seek. 
Sincernly yours, 
IEO P. BLACK, Assistant Superintendent 
Di visj_on of Supervision and Curriculum 
P.S . You might be interested in the fa.ct that rzy own doctoral dissertation 
at the Teachers College of the University of Nebraska was entitled 11An 
Analysis of Wrok-Experience and Its Status in Nebraska with Recommendations 
for Its Further Development . 11 
Mr. Lowell E. Hawks, 
Graduate Assistant, 
Fort Hays Kansas State College, 




In this morning ' s mail, I received your letter requesting my 
cooperation in carryine out an investigation of work-experience programs 
in Kansas high schools . 
Vie do not have the program functioning here in the Enterprise 
high school yet . I had two boys who live in our district but attend 
the Dickinson County Community high school at Chapman who planned 
to come back to their home school vii th the promise that they were 
to take up automechanics in a local garage. The parents of one of 
the boys decided it best for the boy not to change school in the 
middle of the year. This failure to establish the program has been 
reported to the State Board of Vocational Education. 
I am thoroughly sold on the program and consider Enterprise 
an ideal small community to be put in force . I would be Yery much 
interested in the result s of your stu y. I have fom1d it quite 
difficult to overcome the inertia a ce,.JIDuni ty has toward start ng 
something new . 
I am completing my fifth year hPre. We have voted in a new 
building program by a two to one majority . I am leaving a course 
in work experience for my successor Mr . Jack Frazier. I resigned 
last December, effective at the close of the present school year 
largely because I felt it was time for a change both for me and the 
school. 
Perhaps you can contact Mr. Frazier directly. He is now located 
in the Junior high school at Humboldt, Kansas . 
Cordially, 
Mr . B. R. Thorpe, Superintendlent 
Enterprise Public Schools 
Mr . Lowell E. Hawks 
Education Department 
Fort Hays Kansas state College 
Hays, Kansas 
Dear Mr . Hawks : 
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EXHIBIT G 
We have your letter of February 11 addressed to Dr . Harold J . Dillon . 
Dr. Dillon is no longer on our staff but is now Department Head of 
Educational and Community Services at Michigan State College . 
We have not conducted any new research on work~xperience programs 
since our st.udy published in 1946 but I am enclosing a bibliography of 
recent articles and studies prepared by the National Education Association 
which may be helpful to you. 
Work experience programs related to business education are usually 
vocational programs of the cooperative type in which students 16 years and 
over alternate between school and jobs every two weeks (or some variation 
of this on a regular schedule) during the last two years in high school. 
The type of work-experience programs we studied were informal and 
not strictly vocational, giving students an opportunity to try out different 
kinds of work , to find out some of the t,hings requirerl in getting and 
holding a job and to increase interest in school by relating course work 
to practical job experience . We believe more work experience progran5 
of this type would be very helpful to many students, including some under 
16 years . They need to be carefully organized and supervised, of course, 
if they are to have more educational value than the part-time, after school 
jobs students find for themselves . 
Sincerely yours, 
Florence Taylor 
(Mrs . Grahm R. Taylor) 
Assistant Secretary 
Research and Publicity 
National Child Labor Committee 
APPENDIX C 
EMPLOYER'S EVALUATION SHEET 
Part-time Occupational Training 
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Kind of Job Company ------------ ---------------
1. Was the teaching in school based on logical traini:ig for the student's 
job? Yes__ No 
2. Was the teaching in school tied in with the student's work experience? 
Yes No 
J . Was the coordinator's supervision of the working student adequate and 
helpful? Yes_ No 
4. Did the coordinator get specific information from the training stations 
that would be helpful in the school training? Yes __ No 
5. Was the student well selected for the work in which traLn.ing was being 
given? Yes No 
6. 'fere you given an opportunity to interview this student before hiring? 
Yes No 
? • Did the student have or develop the right kind of work habits for the 
job being done? Yes_ No_ 
8. Did the coordinator analyze the job to find out the training needed by 
the student? Yes No -- --
9o Was there a noticeable difference between this student and another 
hieh school student who just vented a job? Yes No __ 
10. Did the Coordinator visit the worA stations often enough? Yes No -- --
ll. Do you thin.k the school ought to continue this combined school and 
·work program in your city? Yes __ No __ 
STUDENT EVALUATION SHEET 
1 . Has the experience you have gotten on your training program been 
valuable to you? Yes__ No 
2. Could. the training on the job have been improvedf Yes No 
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If so, how-? ---------------------------
3. Did the training you got in school tie in directly with the work 
you were doing on the job? Yes No 
4. What subjects do you think could have been left out of your program? 
5. Did you observe any lack of cooperation by anyone concerned with the 
program? (Employer, faculty, CO )rdinator, administrator, or trainee) 
Yes_ No __ 
6. What parts of your course did you lik:8 best? (Answer in your own 
way, please . You may want to consider club work, assembly programs, 
conferences, opportunity to work under supervision, etc.) ------
7. Did the things emphasized in class (proper attitudes, work habits, 
lmowledge of merchandise, machines and processes, etc . ) help you to 
adjust yourself to work situations'? Yes __ No_ 
8. Do you think the training you received this year will help you in 
other jobs ? Yes_ No __ 
9. Have you developed more confidence in yourself because of your 
part- time occupational training? Yes __ No 
10. Did your classmates as a whole ap!)ear to take pride in their work 
both in class and on the job? Yes No 
11. Did the coordinator show a sincere interest in you and your training? 
Yes __ No 
12 . Were working conditions good at your station? Yes __ No __ 
13. Did your employer show an interest in you and your training? Yes 
No 
14. Do you t h ink the coordinator makes enough calls on you at the work 
station? Yes __ No _ _ 
15. Do you think this type of training program should be continued in 
your city? Yes No _ _ 
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RA TING SCALE 
Occupation part-time Students 
Atchison High School 
Will you please rate the following student by circling the number 





Appearance 1 2 3 4 5 
Manners 1 2 3 4 5 
Industry 1 2 3 4 5 
Adaptability 1 2 3 4 5 
Punctuality 1 2 3 4 5 
Initiative 1 2 3 4 5 
Accuracy 1 2 3 4 5 
Personal Hygiene 1 2 3 4 5 
Items needing special attention 
BUSINESS TECHNIQUES 
Use of telephone 1 2 3 4 5 
Meeting people 1 2 3 4 5 
Business-like habits 1 2 3 4 5 
Dept. Housekeeping 1 2 3 4 5 
Speech 1 2 3 4 5 
Items needing special attention 
SKILLS & SALES 
Handwriting 1 2 3 4 5 
Spelling 1 2 3 4 5 
Arithmetic 1 2 3 4 5 
Use of cash register 1 2 3 4 5 
Writing sales checks 1 2 3 4 5 
Customers approach 1 2 3 4 5 
Knowledge of merchandise 1 2 3 4 5 
Sales Talk 1 2 3 4 5 
Closing sale 1 2 3 4 5 
Items needing special attention 
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RATING SCALE - - cont . 
SKILL R RFORMANCES 
Dictation 1 2 3 4 5 
Transcription 1 2 3 4 5 
Filing 1 2 3 4 5 
Record keeping 1 2 3 4 5 
It.ems needing special attention 
TYPEWRITING 
Accuracy 1 2 3 4 5 
Proper placement 1 2 3 4 5 
Neatness 1 2 3 4 5 
Speed 1 2 3 4 5 
Carbons 1 2 3 i~ 5 
Proof reading 1 2 3 4 5 
Items needing special attention 
ENGLISH USUAGE 
Oral 1 2 3 4 5 
Spelling 1 2 3 4 5 
Punctuation 1 2 3 4 5 
Word Division 1 2 3 4 5 
Items needing special attention 
MACHINE OPERATION 
Duplication 1 2 3 4 5 
Calculator 1 2 3 4 5 
Adding machine 1 2 3 4 5 
Dictaphone 1 2 3 4 5 
Other 1 2 3 4 5 
Items needing special attention 
ADDITIONAL COMMENTS 
(EVEFY STUDENT WHO DESIRES TO ENROLL IN THIS COURSE WILL FILL 
OUT THIS FORM COMPLETELY) 







Birth Date Year in School Tele. ---- ---
Weight Height Sex Health -- -- -- --------
Name of Parent ----------------
0 cc u patio n ------------------
What are your first two choices of occupations? 
WHAT ACADEMIC SUBJECTS (required) D8 YOU STILL HAVE TO CCHPLETE? 
What subjects do you like best? 
Vlhat subjects do you like least? 
Do you intend to go to college? Where? ---- -------------
If you have been employed, give names of employers and kinds of work done? 
V/here would you prefer to work? __________________ _ 
(Signature of Parent) (Signature of Pupil) 
AGREEMENT ME'fORANDm1 F TF.AINI G PLA_ 130 
I . --~--=--:------..-----will pe rmi t __ __,..,.....__,.. ______ to 
(training agency) (trainee) 
enter their establishment for the purpose of gaining knowledge and 
experience as 
-----r( o_c_c_u_pa_,t,..,i~o-n..,)~------
II . The course of training is designed to run for not less than 36 weeks 
with a minimum of 15 hours per week required for the work experiences 
on their specific jobs. One full period of each school day will be 
required for study of technical and related subjects . 
III . The Coordinator, _____ ~-,.-.--.--.--,--....,....,.....-shall, with the assistance 
of the employer or someone delegated by him, prepare outlines of the 
processes to be learned on the job and of related subjects to be 
taught in the school . 
IV . The schedule of compensation to be pa.id the trainee shall be fixed 
by the trainin~ agency and the coordinator . Hourly rate has been 
determined as ____ and is comparable to wages oo.id beginners and 
other employees in the occupation doihg the same or similar work . 
V. The student, while in the process of training, will have the status 
of a noncompetitive worker, neither displacing a regular worker 
now employed no substituting for a worker needed by the training 
agency. 
VI . The student will not be permitted, in the process of gain1nq occupa-
tional experience, to remain in any one operation, job, or phase of 
the occupation beyond the period of the time that is necessary for 
him to become proficient . 
VII. All complaints shall be made to and adjusted by the coordinator. 
VIII . The parent or guardian shall be responsible for the personal conduct 
of the trainee while in training. 
IX. The coordinator shall have the authority to transfer or withdraw the 
student at any time for just reasons. 
X. The coordinator shall be informed in advance of the release or 
discharge of any student from their job. 
(Superintendent) (Employer) 
( Coordinator( 
(Store Supervisor) (Parent) 
STUDE~-PARENT TRAINING AGR':EMENT 
Sherman Commun·ty High School 
Goodland, Kansas 
I, _""""T"'":'""'----e::----.---,-,-....,..-----' desire to enroll in the part time 
occupational educational program at Sherman Community High School. 
I realize that I must have completed all my requirerrents for graduation 
except American History, and to be enrolled in it at the present tine, 
as well as three units of PTOE. 
I understand that I must make satisfactory progress both on the job and 
in the classroom, or I will be dropped . 
I realize that I must work_,_.. ___ hours each wee~, and at least 
hours during the complete school year. If I do not I cannot re-c-ei.,...· v-e--
credit for these courses. 
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I will notify the Coordinator of any trouble encountered on the job, and 
will work with him to make satisfactory adjustnents. 
I will, with the help of the coordinator, be responsible for finding a 
job, and once I have been employed, I will not change my place of employ-
ment without the consent of the coordi.nator. 
I will attend both school and work regularly, a.id if I must be absent 
will notify both the coordinator and the employer ½y 10:00 A. M. 
I understand that if I am absent from classes, in the morning, I cannot 
work at my job in the afternoon, without the expressed consent of the 
coordinator. 
I understand that I may be withdrawn from the job by the coordirator 
at any time. 
I understand that if I should quit work I am automatically dropped from 
the program, or if I should quit school I am auto~atically dropped. 
I realize that I am a student-learner and therefore my work will be under 
observation of the coordinator at all times. 
I understand that I have a responsibility to r1y employer and that I will 
render the type of service that will be acceptable to him . I also agree 
to dress in accordance with requirerr:ents of my job. 
I realize that if for any reason I fail to conform to any of the require-
ments of the progra::n, I can automatically be dropped from my training 
station and from my related instruction . 
The purpose of this is to draw the attention of the parent and the student 
to their responsibilities. 
Phone No: __________ Date: _______ Signed _ _______ _ 
Address _________________ ~pproved _______ _,...,.------
(Parent) 
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ANALYSIS HEET F'JR JOB I MPROVEMENT 
Present Job Method: Question Every Detail: New Job .Jethod : 
What is its purpose? 
ODeration and Details Why is it necessary? 'J?eration and Details of 1,nrhe re should it be done ? of Present Job Method When should it be done ? New Job Method 
V'ho is best qualified 
to do it? 
How is the best way to 
do it? 
REI.ATED SCHOOL INSTRUCTION 
Office Training 
INGALL'S JUNIOR-SENIOR HIGH SCij,QL 
ATCHTSON, KANSAS 
I. Individual Instruction 
1ost training is done by individu~l instruction . This 
enables students to work, and receive help on that 
material, or job, which is important and of interest to 
them at the time it is needed. 
II. Success on the Job . 
It is known that in most cases personality is more impor-
tant to success than academic training . Units, individual 
conferences and group discussions are offered in the 
following. Others are used as needed . 
1. Personality development. 
a. Some of the elements for success listed under 
personality are: 
energy, imagination, observation, memory 
judgment, adaptibility, confidence , conversa-
tional power, courage, courtesy, poise, patience, 
common sense, ability to get ai ong with people, 
follow instructions, and promptness. 
2. Personal appearance. 
3. Personal conduct . 
4. Duties . 
5. Business in contrast to classroom. 
6. The correction of the falacy that one's studying 
days are over on commencement day. 
7. Business ethics . 
8. Letters of application . 
9 . The interview. 
10 . How to adjust to first job. 
11. Proper use of leisure ti~e. 
12. Time budget . 
13. Telephone technique. 
14. Proper speech. 
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Page 2, Related Instruction, Office Training . 
III . Typewrit ing 
a . Speed and accuracy drills 
b. Correct work habits 
c . All l e tters written should be mailable . 
d . Accuracy, neatness, arrangment, and speed are the basis 
for judging the· finished product . 
e . Student must proof read ovm wo k . 
f . Use of dictionary 
g . Letter composition 
A. Materials Covered 
1 . Business Correspondence 
2. Tables and other statistical matter 
J . Bills, Invoices and statements. 
4. Actual work on fonns from training stations 
Office Machines 
1 . Ditto Machines 
2. Dictaphone 
3. Mimeograph 
4. Adding Machines 
Filing 
IV . Shorthand 
a . Emphasis is placed on: 
a . Speed, transcribine notes, business letters 
mailable copies, proof reading, correct punctuation 
and paragraphing, grammar, spelling 
b . .!aterial dictated is dated, numbered, and kept . 
V. Job Breakdown 
Office training Office 
Students are assigned to work in the office that does the 
duplicating , l etter writing, and other varied stenographic 
jobs for many of the instructors at the school . 
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OUTLINE OF REIA TED TRAINING 
DISTRIBUTIVE EDUCATION 
INGALIS JUNIOR-SENIOR HIGH SCHOOL 
ATCHISON, KANSAS 
COMPANY RULES AND POLICIES 
Signing in and out 
Leaving department or building 
Rules regarding absences and lateness 
Company dress 
Company behavior or conduct 
Safety 
Method and place of getting pay 
Storage of personals 
Store meetings 
Special facilities--rest rooms, vacation periods, sick leaves, 
group insurance, etc. 
DUTIES ON THE JOB 
Listing completely and in chronological order all the duties 
performed on the job--job breakdown of duties. 
FLOOR AND DEPARTMENT LAY-OUT 
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Floor plan of entire store showing location of depts., entrances, 
exits, etc . 
Detailed drawing of department 
PERSONNEL 
Chart personnel department organization 
Interviews-place and purpose 
Tests--if given 
Methods of making application for positions 
ADVERTISING POLICIES 
Who writes copy 
How is budget set up 
How allocated 
Media of advertising 
Planning advertising 
ADVERTISING- -(Window and interior displays) 
Handling of merchandise 








Organization of department-functions 
RECEIVDJG ROOM DUTIES 
Correct method of unpacking merchandise 
Checking merchandise and arranging for use 
Wrapping packages 
DEPARTMENT STOCK WORK 
Duties regarding the care of stock 
Il\VENTORY 
Basic steps used by business in taking inventory 
MAINTENA}! CE 




DEPART !lENT OF VOCATIONAL EDUCATION 
DISTRIBUTIVE FIELD 
Ingalls Junior-Senior High School 
Atchison, Kansas 
The Vocational Education Department of the Ingalls Junior-Senior High 
School is conducting an occupational survey in the fields of Office Training, 
Trades and Industry, and Distributive Education. We will appreciate it very 
much if you will please fill in the blanks of the following questionnaire. 
Firm ___ .,,....,"-=-"...,..,,_. __ Address__,._.,..,_. ____ Phone Owner ______ _ 
Number of full-time employees in the firm 
Number of part-time employees in the firm'7'(""F.,..i1.,,."t.,..e_e_n--=-h-o_u_r_s_p_e_r_w;_e_ek,__f.,,..o-r-t,..,.h....,i~rty 
weeks in the year) 
Number of part-time em_p,..l-oy_e_e_s_o_n_c_a""'l"""l~(--=s~e-a_s_o_na--=-1-or_s_pe_c....,i:-a-=1-s-a""'l-e-s""") ___ _ 
Number of full-time employees who have left the firm in last year ___ _ 
Number of part-time employees who have left the firm in the last year __ 
Is your firm departmentalized? Yes No If, yes, please check the following 
departments and list the number of employees in each department. If there 












Other Departments ______ _ 
NUMBER YES NO 
Wh,1.t training aids or facilities do you have for your emplo;tees? Check 
the following: 
ltilm Strips Trade Journ-a""'l_s _______ _ 
Sample Merchandise------
Labels, Phamphlets, package 
inserts, bulletins, etc . __ 
Charts_.....,..-,----,..---,--=----
Cross-sections of ~ctual 
merchandise _______ _ 
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OCCUPATIONAL SURVEY 
DEPARTMENT OF VOCATIONAL EDUCATION 
TRADE AND INDU~TRY 
Ingalls Junior-Senior High School 
Atchison, Kansas 
The Vocational Education Department of the Ingalls Junior-Senior High 
School is conducting an occupational survey in the fields of Office Training, 
Trades and Industry, and Distributive Education. We will appreciate it very 
much if you will please fill in the blanks of the following questionnaire. 
Firm Address 
Number of full-time employees 
Number of full-time employees who 
Number of part-time employees who 







Heat Treating Equip . __ _ 




Vert . Boring Mills 
Slotters 







AUTOMOTIVE WORKING TRADE 
Distr . Strobscope 
Diagnosis Test Set 








Phone __ Manager 
Number of Part-time employees 
left firm during -the year 
left firm during the yea 
Punch Presses 
:Mel ting Furnace 







Oxygen ( Celylene Vfeld . ) 
A. C. Welder 
D. C. We}d.er 
Number 





Protable Drills Others __________ _ 
Under Coating Machine 
Paint Spraying Equip . 
Greasing Equipment 
Electric Welder 
Oxygen Aceylene Welder 
Battery Charger 
Air Compressor 
Electric Hand Drills 




'DEPARTMENT OF VOCATIONAL EDUCATION 
OFFICE TRAINING 
Ingalls Junior-Senior High School 
Atchison, Kansas 
The Vocational Education Department of the Ingalls Junior-Senior High 
School is conducting an occupational survey in the fields of Office Training, 
Trades and Industry, and Distributive Education . We will appreciate it 
very much if you will please fill in the blanks of the following questionnaire. 
Firm Address Telephone ------------ --------- -------Owner or office manager ---------------------------
Number of full-time office employees in the firm ______________ _ 
Numver of part-tlil.me office employees (Employed for a mimimurn of fifteen hours 
per week for thirty weeks in the year _________________ _ 
Number of full-time office employees who left the firm during the year ___ _ 
Number of part-time employees who left the firm during the year _______ _ 
Number 
Stenographers employed (only) General Office Workers employ-e-d __________ _ 
Clerk Typists employed _____________ _ 






Dictating and Transcription Machs: 
Ediphone 
Dictaphone 
Adding and Calculating Machines: 
Comptomer 






















Bookkeeping Machines: Number 
Elliott-Fisher 




Mimeographing and Duplicating Machines: 
A. B. Dick 
Gelatin Duplicator 
Ditto 
Standard Rotary Duplicator ____ _ 
Fluid Process * 
Others 
External Communication Devices: 
P. B. X. 
Teletype 
Facsimile Telegraph 
Internal Communication Devices: 
Public Address 
Innerpn.one 







Hawks, Lowell E., (Education Department: Fort Hays Kansas State College.) 
A Study of Desirable Procedures for A.dministering the Work Exnerience 
Phase of the Practical Arts Program in Selected Kansas High Schools 
Thesis directed by Dr . w. Clerent Wood 
The purpose of this study was to discover the desirable procedures 
for administering the vrork experience phase of the practical arts program 
in selected Kansas high schools . In investigating this problem, it seeired 
desirable to obtain opinions from a panel of experts concerning the needs 
and nbjectives of work experience . In addition, it appeared essential 
that a careful study be made of the existing Kansas high schools conta:in-
ing work experience programs . Finally, by analyzing the reports of 
current practices and by comparing these practices vnth the recommendations 
of specialists in the field, a synthesis was achieved. 
Informational check-sheets were sent to toth adm:inistrators and 
coordinators in tvrelve high schools maintaining work experience programs 
sponsored by the State Board for Vocational Education. Questions dealing 
with all aspects of the work experience program were submitted for their 
responses . These check-sheets were apnraised to determine the existing 
1ractices or procedures, whether desirable or undesirable, being used by 
adrninistrators and coord:inators. 
Personal interviews were made with four coordinators in high 
schools representing at least one type of work experience program, i.e., 
retailing, combination trade, and office training . The purpose of these 
interviews was to discover some of the common problems faced by coordinators 
2 
and procedures they used in administerine; their programs. 
When the results from the check-sheets and the personal interviews 
had heen carefully appraised, these results were compared with recommended 
practices and standards as reported by three leading specialists in the 
work experience field. 
This study is significant because few investigations concerning 
work experience have been completed in Kansas. This investigation should 
be valuable to those persons who have had little knowledge or tra:ining 
in work experience, and who at the same time may be responsible for 
administering a work experience program for the first time in tr£ir 
high chool. The results from this study, however, should be used as 
a guide in building a work experience program--a means to an end and not 
an end in themselves . Nationally, the study would aid researchers in 
further determining the importance of work experience as a )art of the 
eereral and 1rocational education curricul1.un in high schools. 
The method of sampling the schools to be studied was in no way 
unique . A letter sent to the State Board for Vocational Education 
revealed that only fourteen schools had work experience programs . T-1,o of 
these schools did not desire to cooperate with this investigation, so it 
was necessary to limit the schools to be included to the renaining twelve. 
A 1 these schools received aid from either State or Federal sources . 
Because the schools studied were so necessarily chosen, the type 
of programs studied, likewise, followed the schools in which they vve re a 
part . Fortunately, three main groups of programs were included: retail-
ing, office training, and combination trade. These were a good sampling 
of the most comrrion types of work experience :programs agreed upon by most 
authorities o 
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This investigation revealed some undesirable procedures being used 
which app9ared to be significant. It was found that (1) only a small 
number of students were enrolled in vrork experience programs in rel;i.tion 
to th8 total school population, (2) few sclwols made preliminary occupa-
tional surveys or analyses, (3) administrators and coordire tors did not 
ag1ee to any noticeable extent upon the adequacy of space and equipment 
for the program, (4) few schools conducted extensive follow-up services, 
(.5) coordinators were not primarily concerned about the number of stores 
,·r i.ch entered or dropped from the program, and (6) little actual use was 
rn·rle o.f testing services to aid in the placement of students. 
The three followin, conditions appeared to be coi'lITl n in most high 
c: chools having work expPrience programs: (1) that the underly-i_ng 
philosophy of most was to "learn by doir.:;, 11 (2) that schools did not to 
::i.ny creat extent place students in permanent or summer employment, and 
(3) that the formation of work experience clubs to supnlerrent the program 
was left to the discretion of the coordinator . 
The results of this investigation r8vealed the following lists of 
procedures being used by coordinators and admin~strators, either exten-
sively ')r to some extent, in administerin..; their work experience programs • 
ADMINIS TFA TORS I PROCEiJ(IT'GS 
1 . The need for work experience was recognized . 
2. Definite aims and objectives were established. 
3. Limitations were established. 
4. A coorrlinator was selected. 
So The local board' a9proval was obtained. 
6. Classroom space and necessary materials were provided . 
7. A budget, s ~reposed. 
8. The curriculum 1'i'as deyeloped . 
9. Guidance and counseling , ervices were established 0 
10. Provision was rnRde for students to receive pay for work 
and credit for work experience . 
CO'.JRDP~ti. 'T'QR.8 1 ADMINISTRI\. TIVE PR.OCZDUFES 
1. An advj_sor;'/ committe0 was established . 
2. Students were placed in training jobs. 
J. Student characteristics and occupational interests were 
considered in placement of students . 
4. Occupational surveys were made to some extent 
5. Definite admission requirements were established . 
6. Surveys of graduates 1.1\fere made to -ome extent . 
7. A good selection of students was maintained . 
80 A good public relations and publicity program 1•,as maintained. 
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9. A.11 interested parties were provided a...r1 opryortunity to evaluate 
the program. 
lO o Adequate records were kept by both the coordinator c1nd the 
student. 
COORDINATING PROCEDURES 
1. The advisory committee was used on an individual basis . 
2. Students and employers we re visited as needed. 
3. Periodic written reports were provided for enroloyers . 
4. Both the parents and student were educated as to their 
responsibilities . 
5. Job a!1.alys 0 s or training outlines were provided for new 
trai ning stations . 
6. Pe r iodic ollow-u~ studies were conducted to some extent . 
I JSTRUCTIONAL PROCEDURES 
1 . Individual couns eling was provided. 
2 . Homeroom inforTIE.tionwas used . 
3. Occupational information was ~1rovided. 
4. Teaching and coordinating media were used adequc1tely. 
5. Adequate related subjects were taught . 
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